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SUPPORT JUAN THE
NAVARRO AND
REPUBLICAN
TICKET.
A vote for Hon. Juan Navarro
aud the Republican ticket is not
only a vote for general welfare of
the entire new State, but it is a
Vote for our local interests as
well. We have at heart a greater
ambition, and that is for a Greater and Grander ROY and we can
obtain that by electing the Republican ticket. Hon. Holm O.
Cursuni together with Juan Navarro, will carry out the pledge
that was made the Roy people
through its representatives in the

last Territorial Legislature and
the Constitutional Convention.
Hon. Juau Navarro is a man of
word, he will keep his word as he
has heretofore. He was against
us because he promised the western end of the county to oppose
"any cutting of Mora county into a
county with Roy as the coun
ty seat. Today he is free from
such pledges and is ready to give
us what we want, knowing that
wa rp now better nreraredv to
sustain and manage a first class
county, So let us
and
accomplish
what we
all work to
have been after for three ye;irs
by casting our vote for those who
will represent our interests and
that can only be obtained from
the Republican Party.
up-toda- te

Republican
County Ticket
v

'Following is the entire county
ticket.
San Mi
nnd
Mora
For Senator,
guel.
JUAN NAVARRO.
Representatives.
BLAS SANCHEZ,
MARCELINO MARTINEZ.

Sheriff,

PATRICIO SANCHEZ.
Treasurer,
JOHN STRONG.
School Superintendent,
Rev. MANUEL MADRID.
Countv Commissioners,

F. M. HUGHES,
MARCELINO MONTOYA,
JOHN GANDERT .
Probate Clerk,
TITO MELENDEZ.
.
Probate Judge,
ELISEO PACHECO.
Surveyor,
R. K.ODELL.
Assessor,

J, D. MEDINA.
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LESS CAUSE

GOOD ' ROADS
The County Democrat Rally

In the good old days of the Democratic plunderbund and the Thornton
which was billed for Roy on the
administration, when the same old gang of Democratic bosses who are now
in the party saddle, ran New Mexico with a high hand, they never heard of evening of Nov. 1st, was a total
lizzie from every stand point and
a good road.
In less than four years, the Democratic administration had a deficit of a disappointment to the dance
over $127,0iO and an empty treasury. No money for road. But under Re- pleasure seeking young people of
publican regime Instead of a deficit there was on September 31, 1911,. more
this community.
than $300,000 in the treasury and no deficit and every department of the
The meeting started off with
government running within Its income. And IN ADDITION OVER $137,000
the selection of the only remain-standpattWAS EXPENDED ON GOOD ROADS IN NEW MEXICO.
Democrat, Mr. Jacob
When you wanted to go anywhere in the good old days of the last Democratic administration in New Mexico, you took the nearest "trail" and fol- Floersheim as Chairman.
There
lowed it as tar as you could. It was then all over New Mexico, as it is today was about a dozen other half soul-ecn the great cattle ranches of the foreign cattle barons, managed by W. C.
democrats, socialists and proMcDonald.
Good roads, you know, means that sooner or later the homehalf of
steader will com along, that sooner or later he will take up the land, that gressive republicans,
sooner or later he will be hauling produce to market, that sooner or later whom were even non residents of
the long-horand the cattle barons will have to move, that sooner or. later the county, for that reason the
the cpuntry will be settled up with happy homes, rich acres, new people. Secretary, Johnson and-thInThe Democratic bosses and the foreign cattle barons know that; they are not terpreter, Martinez, from Union
making any promises on good roads. But under the Republican regime in this
County, were askpd to fill the
Territory!" there have been constructed abojit 500 miles of good roads, that are
endurlng'-monumentto the Republican party and the pathway for the set- other official positions pivbeha.lt
of the hopeless cause of Democtler and homesteader.
Down in the Democratic county of Grant, the first work was started for racy of the Roy Precinct. About
the roads were built where needod and politics did not figure in their build thirty-fiv- e
of the Grand Old
ins. The road from Silver City to Mogollón' speaks for itself. It is a silent Party were also present, who per- testimonial' to the Republican party in New' Mexico. Ask the freighter, the
chance came in from the country
miner, the mail carrier, the traveler whoever he may be. Ask the citizens
Republi
of Silver City and of Mogollón and the mining camps a- ly back from the! expecting to attend the
'
Rally
scheduled
which
"was
can
railroads.'
Ninety miles of road across the plains from Roswcll to Carri.ozo that for the sameeveningand unkown
has meant thousands of dollars to those towns, was taken up' and completed to them was posponed for a later
by the territorial road commission, composed of the Republican governor,
day, remaiied to take in the exthe territorial engineer and the commissioner of public lands.
democratic dance .which
Once there was a trail out of Deming six or seven miles north across pected
impassallo .sands. Today, under the Republican Good Roads propaganda, was promised by the democrats,
there is a speedway, where the old trail used to run. it is used to take from but to every ones surprise failed
three days to a week for a traveler to reach Albuquerque from Santa Fe. to materialize. In one hour the
Automobiles now make the trip In a few hours. Why?
speaking was all over with, the
I'.ecaiuse under the present regime, the finest piece of road engineering
Chairman promising a dance if
work in the bouthwest was done on that stretch of 64 miles, cutting the grade,
9 o'
shortening the mileage and making one of the finest pieces of thoroughfare the democrats won out, so at
dispersed.
crowd
m.
the
p.
clock
.
in New Mexico. This work cost but $5,000.
The road was built in less than a year, it was built so cheaply that exJ. E. Russel, the candidate for
perts who have examined it could not at first believe that' it had been done County School Superintendent,
for such a small sum.- - It was built under the Republican party. It went over
spoke about the qualifications of
La Bajada hi.l a name that tells Its own story. The grade was cut from
candidates on the democratic
miles east of the
the dangerous one of 35 per cent to 7.8 per cent. Thirty-fivRoCarlsbad, there used to be a stretch of sand that was impassable. Today ticket and the Hon. Rafael
freighters go twenty miles out pf their way to cross those sands because the mero spoke about Juan Navarro,
territorial roads commission built a road over those sands that is the pride Madrid and Tito Melendez and
of that section of New Mexico. The road opens up the trail to the eastern finally finished with a brief s peach
plains country for 70 miles. Travel over it Increased 400 per cent In two
on the Blue Ballot voting. Watch
"
months.
(Albuquerque
Search the records of the last Democratic administration, when the Demo- the "Mary Jane"
Journal)
a write-ufor
Morning
cratic bosses looted New Mexico; look for any report in Thornton's stateany.
democratic
good
rousing
ments to Washington, about
roads. You won't find
He discussed about that
the health and welfare of the Indiana and the climate of New Mexico, neither rally at Roy, which actually was
of which the Democratic party has Improved to any noticeable extent.
a farce and the truth is given in
Ask Dona Ana county about ber road out of Las' Cruces.
article as seen by a represenThen there Is the bcenic highway, the greatest road building ever this
Spanish-American- .
dreamed of in New Mexico. It will soon extend from one line of the new tative of the
state to the other. Over in Quay county from Clovis to portales (work soon
Juan
to start), Alamogordo to'jOfaadcroft, Deming South road, Santa
road, and a dozen other' j$uies, declared by competent surveys to be feasible
The local head of Democracy,
and which will be bullías j&as the work can be efficiently done.
J'.'Floersheim was busy a
REMr.
A
LAW
A
BY
t'gQM
ENACTED
WOR)y,'HStlTS
AND THIS
IN FORCE
LEGISLAT.C fllA AND
PUBLICAN
ago distributing a Spanish
THE Edition of the Los Angeles ExWISELY AND HONESTLY' BY' A REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATION.
LAW WAS ENACTED IN 1909 BY A LEGISLATURE DENOUNCED BY THE
aminer. Its too bad that New
DEMOCRATIC BOSSES AND THEIR NEWSPAPER ORGANS, VILIFIED
Mexico Democrats need appeal to
'
AND ABUSED.
apostle of Democracy W. R.
. MR. VOTER, DO TOU WANT GOOD ROADS OR DO YOU WANT AN that
OTHER THORNTON ADMINISTRATION AND ANOTHER EMPTY TREAS Hearst, in their campaign of viliURY WITH A DEFICIT OF $127,000?
fication in New Mexico. Birds
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY STANDS ON ITS RECORD.
of a feather flock together.
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Roy, Editor and
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NEW MEXICO

THE CARELESS SMOKER.
The average smoker Is too careless
In the manner In which he tosses burning cigar and cigarette butts and lighted matches about The chances are
that no damage will be caused, and he
takes those chances.. When a home,
a business bouse, a city block, or even
a large section ot a city, 1b burned by
a fire starting from a smoker's carelessness the smoker goes scot free.
Is It not pertinent to ask why the law
should punish a man for spitting on
the sidewalk because some one might
contract a germ disease as a result of
his carelessness, while no punishment
is fixed to deter him from throwing
fire about, although millions of dollars ,
worth of property and many lives may
be lost If the butt or match chances W
fall where It can start a fire. The crue
contingent Is
sade of the
not making much headway as a moral
Issue, a movement for the Improvement of public health or an agitation
against the boorish Individual who Is
discourteous to those with whom he
comes In contact, says the Louisville
Courier-JournaIf It should result in
the enactment ot city ordinances making It a misdemeanor to throw lighted
matches and butts about, and In state
laws providing punishment where it Is
possible to fix the blame for a fire upon
a negligent smoker, millions of dollars'
worth of property and many lives
might be saved. The habit of smoking
cannot be ended by agitation.
anti-smok-

NEW MEXICO NEWS

Minor Occurrences of More Than Ordi-

nary interest.

Gathered From

Western Newspaper Union News Servlci.

All Parts of the State
Western Neyepaper Union New Service.

SEW MEXICO COMING EVENTS.
November 7th. General State Election, called by the governor all over
the state.
Charged With Fraud In Land Deal.
Nara Visa. G. E. Randall of Nara
Visa, is In Jail, charged with trading
1,000 acres In Georgia, which could
not be found, for a
farm
in Quay county.
Fifteen Sections Thrown Open.
Roswell. The restrictions Imposed
by the government a year ago last
spring on large bodies of land in the
southern part ot Chaves county and
the northern 'part of Eddy county on
account of supposed deposits of oil
nave been removed and as a result
more than 10,000 acres of land were
entered by homeseekers In one day.
It was the record entry of the entire
history of the local land office. --The
office force is swamped with work and

Clayton's new electric light plant Is
now In operation.
The establishment of a new bank in
Taos is an assured fact
Work on the big flume at Elephant
Butte has been resumed.
Roswell and vicinity was visited by
a cold rain, snow and sleet.
San Miguel Democrats held their
county convention October 25.
The Northern News Mexico Fair at
Raton has closed a most successful
event.
At Las Vegas recently the thermometer went down to eighteen degrees
above zero.
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Estancia are to have creamery factories in
the near future.
'. Judgments
in tax suits in Mora
county to the amount of several thousand dollars have beensigned by the
court.
Steps have been taken looking to
the erection of a fire proof building
in which to keep the records of Dona
Ana county.

l.

A
mounted on a gun
carriage is said now to solve the problem of firing at aeroplanes. How such
a weapon could be effectively sighted
remains to be shown. The conviction grows that efforts to prepare for
the aerial battleship should be along
the line of perfecting the sight, enlarging the caliber and lengthening
the range of sharpshooter rifles, and
training men for their speediest and
most accurate use

"Pint ofCough Syrup"
A Family Supply for 50c, Saving $2--4
The Surest, Quickest Remedy You
Ever Used or Money Refunded.- A couch rempdv that satos vnn M anil
to rive Quicker, better re
sults than anything else, is surely worth
trying." And one trial will show you why '
Pinez is used in more homes in the U. 8,
and Canada than any other cough remedy. '
iou wm De pleasantly surprised by the
way it takes right hold" of a cough, giving
almost instant relief. It will usually atop
the most obstinate,
cough in
24 hours, and is unequaled
for prompt
results in whooping cough.
A.
bottle of Pinez, when mixed
sugar syrup, makes a full
pint ot toe test cough remedy ever used,
Easily prepared in five minutes directions
in package.
The taste is pleasant children take it
willingly. Stimulates the appetite and is
slightly laxative both excellent features.
Splendid for croup, hoarseness, asthma,
bronchitis and other throat troubles, ana
a highly successful remedy for incipient
lung troubles.
Pinex is a special and highly concentrated compound of Norway White Pine
extract, rich in guaiacol and other natural
healing pine elements. Simply mix with
sugar syrup or strained honey, in a pint
bottle, and it is ready for use.
Pinex has often been imitated, but never
successfully, for nothing else will produce
the same results. The genuine is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money
refunded.
Certificate of guarantee is
wrapped in each package. Your druggist
has Pinex or will gladly get it for you.
If not, send to The Pinex Co., 231 Main
St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Is guaranteed

,

deep-seate- d

Involuntary.
Photographer Sayt
Pardon me!
But that's the third timé you've covered your face with your handkerchief
Just as I was ready.
Subject I know, but I can't help
it I've been Indicted a good deal
lately, and I got the habit trying to
dodge newspaper
photographers.
Puck.

When does slang cease to be slang?
This Is not ft conundrum, but the In
qulry of a correspondent who seeks
to know what length of Ufe a word
must have, how long must it be used
and generally understood, before It
passes from being, as it were, an un
desirable alien In the realm of our
words and becomes naturalized. Every
schoolboy knows that "the herring- pond" means the sea. Most people
would probably term It an Americanism referring to the Atlantic ocean.
The only dictionary handy duly admits
the hyphenated word, describes It as
slang, and Illustrates it with "to be
to be
sent across the herring-pond- :
transported," says the London Chronicle. The word was used as long ago
as 1763, when an English ambassador
wrote from Calais to a secretary ot
state that be had "traversed the herring-pond
after about ten hours' sail."
The burglar will always be about
seeking for a chance to rob, and the
police problem is how to reduce the
ranks of these thieves to a minimum
and make their work so dangerous
that few will dare to undertake It
Carelessness and forgetfulness on the
part of the housekeeper make the
work of these gentry far easier than
it would otherwise be. The police
generally do the best they can, but
they could do far better were not the
burglars offered so many golden opportunities for the work they afe always so ready to do.

Try This Famous Pinax

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Ran ra

ULff

Slgnatureof
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
.

Where there's a will there's a way
for the lawyers to fool the heirs.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put
up 40 years ago. They regulate and invigorate stomach, liver ana bowels.
d
tiny granules.
Sugar-coate-

Some men are so small that a
cent cigar looks big to them.

five- -

ARE YOU FREE
-F-

ROM

Headaches,
WILLIAM

C. MCDONALD, OF CARRIZOZO.

Named by the Democratic State Convention for Governor of New Mexico.
Federal Court is in session in Ros
it will be several days before the exact
amount can be announced. Probably well.
Former Judge J. T. Riche died In
fifteen townships had been reserved
from entry for a year and a half and Santa Fe.
was thrown open by order of the deThe postoffice at Ildefonso was department
stroyed by fire recently.
Nice club rooms have ben fitted up
by the Republican committee in RosCoal Supply Burning.
well.
of
coal
tons
hundred
Six
Santa Fe.
Farmers in the vicinity of Lovington
in the engine house ot the United
are
holding their cotton for higher
is
school
Industrial
States Indian
prices.
ablaze from spontaneous combustion.
James Van Arsdale, widely known
The engine house is being flooded, but
so far efforts to extinguish the fire throughout New Mexico, died after a
brief illness at Santa Fe.
have been unavailing.
Telephone service has at last been
established
between Silver City and
Masons Elect Officers.
Lordsburg, the metropolis of southern
Albuquerque. Election of officers Grant county.
for the ensuing year and a banquet at
Jim Lynch, of Roswell. whn
the Alvarado, tendered the grand and killed City Marshal Roy Woofter
lodge officers by the officers of Tem- was touna guilty of murder in the
plé Lodge No.' 6, con3tltuted the Im- first degree in Carlsbad.
Work on the power house at Eleportant events of recent sessions of
the New Mexico grand lodge. Ancient, phant Butte is Droeresslnz mniHiv
Free and Accepted Masons, gathered Galvanized iron is being put on the
irame worn of the building.
here In anual communication.

Colds. Indigestion.
rains. Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
effective, prompt and pleasant
method of getting rid of them is to
take, now and then, a desertspoon- ful of the ever refreshing and truly.
beneficial laxative remedySyrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
Well Known throughout the world
as the best of family laxative reme-die- s,
because it acts so gently and
strengthens naturally without irritating the system in any way.
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the genuine, manufactured by the California
rig Syrup Co., bearing the name
of the Company, plainly printed oq
the front of every package.
TAKE A DOSE OF

PHS(D)9S
for

(iOUCHS S COLDS

Notice of Publication.
Territory of New Mexico,

OCXXXXXX)OCOOCXXXXDOCXX)OCXXDX)COO

VOTE AGAINST THE
BLUE BALLOT THIS WAY

)

)
County of Morn.
In The District Court
Alex Levy,

Plaintiff,
,
Claimants . of r No.
Interests in the Premise
Adverse to the Plaintiff,

Notice.
We the undersigned have discontinued the mercantile business
at Solano. N. M., and since the
date of October 18th, 1911, we
will not be responsible for debts
made in our name.

, vs.

Unknown

2075

For the Constitutional Admendment.
En favor Enmienda Constitucional.

Respectfully,
J. Appel & Co.-E. Lowe, Mgr.

Defendants
'

You, the defendants in the above
entitled su't, are hereby notified that
an action has been commenced against
you in the District Court of " the
County of Mora and Territory of New
Mexico by the above named plaintiff,
the purpose of said action being to
quiet title in the name of the plaintiff
to the following described land and
real estate, situate in the County of
Mora and Territory of New Mexico,
(J) of
t:
The undivided one-halamTis-iiuatethe
in
of
a certain tract
Valley of San Antonio and bounded
on the north by the Canóncito river,
on the east by lands owned by the
heirs of Grbriel Pacheco and the inhabitants of San Antonio, on the
south by the Cuchilla Montosa and on
the west by the summit of the Jicar-ill- a
Mountains, the said tract containing in all Twenty Thousand (20,000)
iicres,more or less; that unless you
enter or cause to be entered your appearance in the above entitled cause
on or before the 2')th day of November. A. D. 1911, judgment will be
taken against you by default.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
Charles W. G. Ward, whose post-offladdress is Las Vegas, New
Mexico
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Clerk District Court.
(Seal)

Against the Constitutional Admendment:
En Contra de la Enmienda Constitucional.

X

I.

LIVERY STABLE
C, W. FARLEY, Prop.
Havinir tuken chiinre of the feed and liverv
burn formerly run by F. S. Brown, I am
to furnish Saddle Horses, Single nd
Double Kips at reasonable rates. Also Horws
Hoarded and teams taken care of.
- , NEW MEXICO
KOY.

This is the way, to mark your ballot if you
want stable government, equal right of franchise for all men, prosperity and develop-

ment for the NEW STATE.
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Physician and Surgeon
Notice For Publication.

Department of ihe Interior,
U. . Land Oiiiee at Clayton, N. M.,
September 21, 1911.
given that Eutimia
hereby
Notice is
Cisnerosde Rlea, formerly Cisneros,of
Mosquero, N. M., who, on Oct. 8, 1900,
made H. E. No. 12118, serial No.
and
04137, for NE i SE , SE NE
S J SE , Section 33, Township 17
North, Range 29 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Court Commissioner
W. H. Wiilcox at his ollice, at Roy,'
N. M., on the l.'ith day of November,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 4th, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Abel
Madrid of Mills, N. M., who, on
Sept. 11, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9955, serial No. 07788, for N NW
Sec. 13, E 1 NE 1, Section 14. Twd.
21N. Range 24E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above deserihpH hofnro IT B
Commissioner, Eugene J. H. Roy,'
at his office, at Roy, N. M., on the 16th
day of Nov., 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
; J. D. Medina, Felix
Cordoba, Francisco Trujillo, Jose Maestas, all of

'

1911.

Notice For Publication.

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Apolonio Sandoval, Bernardo
Placido Cordova, Manuel Blea,
all of Mosquero, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,

Pe-re- a,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Oct. 6th, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Melvin
H. Simpson, of Mills, N. N who, on
Dec. 3, 1908, made homestead entry,
'
No. 02038, for W NE and W SW
i, Section 6, Township 21N, Range 26
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final commutation Proof, to estab lish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Court Commissioner W. H. Willcox at
his office, at Roy, N. M., on the 20th
1911.
. day of November,
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
Manford S. Bentley, Michael' S.
Albert Pate, Ira Patterson, all
of Mills, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Register.
8
l

Calls Answered

Notice For Publication.

Register.

2

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
September 2", 1011.
Notice is hereby given that Mra.
Luz Baca Lucero, formerly Baca, of
Albert, N.M., who, on Oct. i:, l!)0(i,
made H. E. No. 12283, serial No.
04161, for NE i SW . S J NW 1 and
Lot 4, Section 1, Township 20 North,
Range 28 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year Proof,lo establish claim to the
land above described, before IT. S.
Court Commissioner W. H. Willcox
at his office, at Roy, N. M.t on the
13th day of November, 1911.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco
Encarnación Lucero,
Department of the Interior,
Baca y Sandoval, Adolfo Baca. Dol""U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M., ores Romero, all of Albert, N. M.
Oct. 6, 1911.
Edward W. Fox,
Notice is hereby given that Aniceto
Register.
2
Domínguez, of Mills, N. M., who on
Aug. 1, 1906, made H. E. No. , 9274,
The Ideal Grocery Co. have
serial No. 03934, for N J NE i, Sec. 32
clean seed wheat and rye for sale
NW i NW i, Sec. 33, SW SW i Section 28, Township 22N, Range 25E, N. at $1.50 per cwt.
N. P. Meridian, has filed notice, of
.
intention to make Final fivs yeiir
to
the land
proof, to establish claim
Now is the time to place your
above described, before Eugene J. H.
with the Ideal Grocery for
order
Hoy, U. S. Com., at his office at Roy,
Thanksgiving turkey or
your
N. M., on the 20th day of November,
'
1011.
other poultry.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. D. Medina, Abel Madrid, Felix
Buy your COAL at the GoodCordoba. Fermín Madrid, all of Mills,
N. M.
man Mere! Co. 'After trying our
Edward W. Fox,
coal you want buy any other
Register,
8
:
z,

14-1-

All Hours

ROY, NEW MEXICO

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Bushkevitz Building
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Phone 552

Mills, N. M.
14-1-

Manuel R. Otero,
Register.

'

8

The Goodman Merc. Co.

'

37-4-

at

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
IT. S Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
September 27, 1011.
Notice is hereby given that Miss
Eumelia Baca, of Albert,, N. M., who,
on Oct. 13, 1!)0(,- made II. E. No.
12284, serial No. 04162, for SE
NE 1,
Lot 1, Sec. 2, Twp. 20 N., R. 28 E.,
and S 1 SW i, Section 35, Township
21 North, Ranjfe 28 East, N. M. P.
Meridian,
has tiled notice of intention
to make Final five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox at his
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 13th day
of November, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:...
Encarnación Lucero,
Francisco
Baca y Sandoval, Adolfo Baca, Dolores Romero, all of Albert, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
3742
Register.

...

-

are now in position to fill your
wants in every line, such as Groceries, Hardware, Dry Goods,
Clothing, Boots and Shoes, Gents
Furnishing Goods, Lumber, Coal
Vire, Hay, Grain and Flour and
Farming Impliments. GIVE US
A Call.

Have you seen the elegant line
of COATS for Ladies and Children at the Goodman Merc. Co?
Church Notice

There will be preaching at

1 1

o'clock, the third Sunday in Nov.
17th, at the School House in Kóy.

Edwin Gaskill,
Pastor M. E. Church.

37-4-

G. J. and Abner Lampton of
Stoves, Ranges and Heaters at Mills, transacted business in this
the Goodman Merc. Co.
city Tuesday.

7

14-1-

kind.

. . .

The Oriental Hotel

. . .

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

First Class and

G

0

Service

a

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at AH Hours
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LITTLE RUSE DIDN'T SUCCEED

THANKSGIVING

30

SAYS COUNTRY IS BLESSED WITH
RICH HARVESTS AND

cently the son was very much In need
of a five-cepiece for soda water
purposes. He went Into the dining-rom- ,
where he was free from observation, and removed his shoe strings
and placed them In his hip pocket for
future reference. Returning to the
office he approached his father and
said:
"Pa, give me a nickel to get me a
pair of shoe strings."
, His father glanced down at his
son's shoes, then turning around approached the office safe and opened
It, in silence.
He took out the cash
box and raising the lid extracted n
pair of new shoe strings, which he
handed to his son without a word.
The youngster took the strings with a
crestfallen air and then to the amuse
ment of the onlookers exclaimed:
"Stung again, by granny."
'

PEACE ASSURED.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Chicago. President Taft has Issued
his annual Thanksgiving proclama
tion calling on citizens of the United
States to celebrate Thursday, the' 30th
of November next, as a day of
Thanksgiving and prayer. The proclamation reads as follows;
The people of this land, having by
long sanction and practice set apart
toward the close of each passing year
a day on which to cease from their
labors and assemble for the purpose
of giving praise to Him who Í3 the
author of the blessings they have enJoyed, it is my duty as chief execu
tive to designate at this time the day
for the fulfillment of this devout pur
pose.
Our country has been signally favored In many ways, The round of
the Beasons has brought rich harvests. Our industries have thriven
far beyond our domestic needs, the
products of our labor are daily finding enlarged markets abroad. We have
been free from the curses of pestilence, of famine and of war.
Our national councils have furthered the cause of peace in other
lands and the spirit of benevolence
has brought us into closer touch with
other peoples, to the strengthening of
the bonds of fellowship and good will
that link us to. our comrades in the
- universal brotherhood of nations.
Strong in the sense of our own right
and inspired by as strong a sense of
the rights of others, we live in peace
and harmony with the world. Rich in
the priceless possessions and abun
dant resources wherewith the unstinted bounty of God has endowed
us, we are unselfishly glad when other peoples pass onward to prosperity
and peace.
That the great privilege we enjoy
may continue and that each coming
year may see our country more
firmly established in the regard and
esteem of our fellow-nationis the
prayer that should rise In every
.

"

.thankful heart.
Wherefore, I, William Howard Taft,
President of the United States of
America, designate. Thursday, the 30th
of November next, as a day of
Thanksgiving' and prayer, and I earn
estly call on my countrymen and on
all that dwell under the flag of our
beloved country, then to meet in
their accustomed places of worship
to Join in offering praise to Almighty
God and devout thanks for the loving
mercies He has given us.
In witness thereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the Seal of
the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Chicago, this
30th day of October, In the year of
Our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and eleven, and of the Independence
of the United States of America the
one hundred and thirty-sixth- .
By

the President:
P. C. KNOX.

-

,

after-effec-

d

NAMES NOVEMBER

;

Many people suffer from weak hearts. They may expert
ence shortness of breath on exertion, pain over the heart,
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing after meals or their
oyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, end they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
t.
which has no bad
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden.
Medical Discovery, which contains no danierous nareotios)
nor alcohol.
....

The proprietor of the most promi, Ky.,
nent hotel In the town of S
FOR Is a man of a very economical nature, In fact he Is an. extremist In
this feature. He has a
son that didn't Inherit his
father's economical disposition. Re-

' PRAYER.

Secretary of

Weak Heart

Youngster's Scheme Wat All Right,
But Economical Father Wat a
Match for Him.

PROCLAMATION
PRESIDENT SETS ASIDE DAY
THANKSGIVING AND

r

3

'

Stat.

BABY'S

TERRIBLE SUFFERING

The Ingredients, as attested under oath, are Stone root (CotltatoolM Canadea-Mil- ),
Blood root (Sanguinaria Canadensis), Golden Seal root (Hydrastis Caaadeam.
tli). Queen's root (Stilllngia Sytvatka), Black Cherry bark (Pruaaa Vtrjlalaat).
Mandrake root (Podophyllum Peltmtum), with triple refined glycerine, prepared
In a scientific laboratory In a way that no druggist could Imitate.

This tonlo contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
thereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
and many uncom-fortab- le
symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
for the
people, the " Discovery " is refreshing
aneemio,
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse ail " just as good
medioines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
but Dr. Pieroe's Golden Medica! Discovery will do you half as much good.
thin-blood-

run-dow- n,

Rayo lamps and lanterns give
musí tigni lor we on usea.

The light is strong and steady. A Rayo never flickers.
Materials and workmanship are the best Ravo lamns and
lanterns last.
.
Ask your dealer to show you hi line of Ravo lampi and lanterns, or writs
for
to any agency
illustrated booklet
direct

"When my baby was six months old,
his body was completely covered with
large sores that seemed to Itch and
burn, and cause terrible suffering.
The eruption began In pimples which
would open and run, making large
sores. His hair came out and finger
nails fell off, and the sores were over
the entire body, causing little or no
sleep for baby or myself. Great scabs
would come off when I removed his

shirt

f

"We tried a great many remedies,
but nothing would help him, till a
friend Induced me to .try the Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment. I used the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment but a short
time before I could see that he was
Improving, and In six weeks' time he
was entirely cured. He had suffered
about six weeks before we tried the
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment, although
we had tried several other things, and
doctors, too. I think the Cutlcura Remedies will do all tb&t is claimed for
them, and a great deal more."
(Signed) Mrs. NobleTubman, Dodson,
Mont, Jan. 28, 1911. Although Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold by
druggists ana dealers everywhere, a
simple of each, with
book,
will be mailed free on application to
"Cutlcura." Dept 18 K Boston,
e

Small Circulation.
Shopman Here Is a very nice thing
In revolving book cases, madam.
Mrs. Newrlch Oh, are those revolving bookcases? I thought they called
them circulating libraries. Christian
Register.

of

Continental Oil Company
(Ineornorated)

W.

L

DOUGLAS

2.50, 3.00, 3.5Q & 4.00 SHOES
Men and Women wear

shoes
s
because they are the best shoes produced in
this country for the price. Insist upon having them. Take no other make.
WX-Dougla-

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER

30 YEARS

The assurance that goes with an established reputation is your assurance in buying
i
i
tr f r
W . L uougias shoes.
If I could take you bio my large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and show you how
carefully W.LDouglas shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are warranted to hold their shape, fit better and
wearlongerthananyolhermakefortheprice
CAUTMN The genuine hare W. I Douglas
name ad proe (tamped on bottom
'If jon cannot obtain V7. L Dónelas shoes In ox li

pair

nf iaIT Ktfwa
&.r.ftAi
jour town, write for catalog. Shoes sent direct 83.00 SHOKS 111 positively outwear
irom laorory to wearer, all charges prepaid. W.I,. TWO PA IKS of ordinary boys' shoes
- Fast Color
DOUGLAS. 145 Spark Su, Brockton, Him.
insists Used ixclusiuelni

-

M v s$ w&i Hgffi&gm

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS FREE
Bend So stamp for Are samples ol or yery choic-

Gold Umbos Bed Christmas and New Tear
Post Cards; beautiful colors and lore Host designs.
Art Post Card Club, Til Jackson HU, Topeka, Kansas

est

He that Is taught to live upon little
owes more to his father's wisdom than
he that has a great deal left him does
to his father's care. Penn.
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers.

Too many homes have all the
ern Inconveniences.

mod-

Kra. Wroslow's Soothing Byrnp ft Children
teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind colic 35o a bottle.
"

It's what a woman doesn't
that worries her.

know

-!-

8

PERFECTION oKater
Smokeless

Odorless

Clean

Convenient

The Perfection' Smokeless 03 Heater warms up a room
in next to no time. Always ready (or use. Can be carried
eaiily to any room where extra warmth is needed.
v A special automatic device makes it impossible to turn the
wick too high or too low. Safe in the hands o a child,
The Per? ection bums nine hours on one filling glowing
heat from the minute it is lighted. Handsomely finished;
drums oi blue enamel or plain steel, with nickel trimmings.
Aik your dealer or write for docriptire circular to say agency Á

Continental Oil Company .
... (iDeorp'iratedi

.

aid

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye' in cold water better than any other dye. You can
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye, Bleach and Mix Colora. MONBOE DBUO COMPANY, Oulncy, III.

of the two houses voting separately
at said sessions shall vote in favor

if a majority of the qualified electors
who vote upon any such amendment
shall vote In favor thereof, the said
article shall be thereby amended accordingly.
Sec. 5. The provisions of Section
1 of
this article shall not be
changed, altered or abrogated in any
manner except through a general convention called to revise this constitution as herein provided.
The following is the proposed
amendment as It will appear on the
Blue Ballot at the election on November 7th, 1911:
"ARTICLE XIX of the constitution
as adopted by the electors of New
Mexico at an election held on the 21st
day of January, Anno Domini 1911, be
and the same is hereby amended so as
to read as follows

laws to be enacted by direct vote ot
the electors, the laws which may lithereof such proposed amendment
so enacted shall be only such a.
op-- amendments
shall be entered on
might be enacted by the Legislature
unaer the provisions of this constitutheir respective Journals with the yeas
tion;
and nays thereon. The secretary of
"Section 4. When the United
state shall cause any such amendment
States shall consent thereto, the Legisor amendments to be published in at
lature, by a majority vote of the members in each house, may submit to the
least tne newspaper in every county
people
the question of amending any
of the state where a newspaper is
provision of Article XXI of this constipublished, once each week, for four contution on compact with' the TJniteS
secutive weeks, the last publication to
States to the extent allowed by thi
act of Congress permitting the same.
be not less than two weeks prior to
aud,if a majority of the qualified electhe next general election, at which
tors who vote upon any such amendtime the said amendment or amendment shall vote in favor thereof the
ments shall be submitted to the elecsaid article shall be thereby amend
tors of the state for their approval or
ed accordingly.
". 'Section 5.
The provisions of Sec
If you are going to vote Intel rejection. If the same be ratified by
of
one
tion
article shall not be
this
XIX.
ARTICLE
Hgently on proposed amend a majority of the electors voting
changed, altered or abrogated in anv
"
'Amendment.
vote
manner except through a general con
ment cooked up by a few thereon and by anfortyaffirmative
" 'Section 1. Any amendment
or vention called to revise this constituper centum of
equal to at least
Democratic bosses for their all the votes cast at said election in amendments to this constitution may tion as herein provided."
be proposed in either House of the
f
of the Legislature at any regular session
own personal gain, you the state and at least
For Constitutional Amendment.
should fully understand the counties thereof, then, and not other thereof; and if a majority of all mem
En favor de la Enmienda Conwise, such amendment or amendments bers elected to each of the two houses
stitucional.
meaning of the proposed
oting separately shall vote in favor
shall become part of this constitution.
change in the constitution Kot more than three amendments thereof such proposed amendment
AmendAgainst Constitutional
glial be entered on
or
ment.
of New Mexico and what it shall be submitted at one election, theiramendments
respective journals with the yeas
En Contra de la Enmienda Constitucional.
means to your future rights and if two or more amendments are and nays thereon.
The secretary of state shall cause
proposed, they shall be so submitted
and to your prosperity and
any such amendment or amendments
If you want a stable government,
as to enable the electors to vote on
and well being; you cannot each of them separately; provided, to be published in at least one news- equal rights oí franchise for all men,
paper in every county of the state,
and development for New
afford to go to the polls fill- that no amendment shall apply to or where a newspaper is published, once prosperity
Mexico, placa a cross (X) in the
LOWER square.
ed with vague ideas and effect the provisions" of Sections 1 each week, for four consecutive weeks,
The changes thus proposed are:
and 3 of Article VII hereof on in English and Spanish when news
campaign fiction furnished
papers In both of said languages aro
1. Section 1 would be changed so
elective Franchise, and Sections S
published in such counties, the last as to allow an unlimited number of
by Democratic orators.
and 10 of Article XII hereof on publication to be not more than two
amendments to the constitution to be
Education unless it be proposed by weeks prior to the election, at which submitted by a bare majority vote of
votf of three-- f curtas of the members time said amendment or amendments the members of any Legislature; and
shall be submitted to the electors ot such amendments could be ratified at
READ CAREFULLY
elected to each House.
the state for their approval or rejec- either a regular or special election,
(Section 3, Article VII, and Section tion; and the said amendment or by a bare majority of those voters
shall be voted upon at who might go to the polls and vot
THE REAL FACTS 10, Article XII, of the Constitution amendments
regular
election held in said upon the question.
next
the
3
1
provide that Section and of Article
state after the adjournment of the
2. Section 2 would be changed to
SecVII cn Elective Franchise, and
legislature proposing such amendment allow a new constitutional convention
8
Eduand 10 of Article XII on
In order that the people may un- tions
or amendments or at such special elec to be called by a bare majority or
derstand the effect of the vote on the cation, cannot be amended except by tion to be held nut less than six those who might vote upon the quesmonths after the adjournment of said tion.
s
Flood Amendment, or Blue the affirmative vote of
Legislature at such time as said Legis
Sections 3, 4 and 5 and the proviso
Ballot Amendment, to be voted on of all the electors of the State anl lature may by law provide. If the
at
the end of Section 1 that Sections
s
of the voters in each counNovember 7th, 1911, we print Article
same be ratified by a majority of the 1 and 3 of Article VII and Section
electors voting thereon such amend 8 and 10 of Article XII, being the secXIX of the New Mexico Constitution ty.)
Sec. 2. Whenever, during the firs: ment or amendments shall become a tions guaranteeing the right to vote, v
m It now la, and also the proposed
years alter the adoption part of this constitution. If two or the right to serve on juries and to
amendment showing how Article XIX twenty-fivmore amendments are proposed, they hold office, and certain educational
would read if the Blue Ballot Amend- of this constitution, the Legislature by Shall be so submitted so as to enable rights, to the Spanish-speakinpeos
vote of the members the electors to vota on each of them ple, are the same as In the present
a
ment should be adopted.
The joint resolution of Congress ad- elected to each House, or after the separately rTrovided, that no amend constitution.
apply to or affect the pro
The changes in .Sections 1 and 2
mitting New Mexico as a state, re- expiration of said period of said twen ment shall
3 of proposed by the blue ballot amend1
and
of
Sections
visions
s
e
vote of
years by a
quires only that the people shall vote
Article VII hereof, on elective, fran ment, would make it possible that th .
House chise. and Sections 8 and 10 of constitution might be frequently and
each
elected
the
members
to
upon the question of the adoptkn or
rejection of the amendment, and ex- shall deem it necessary to call a con Article XII hereof, on education, un suddenly changed, and that a new conmight be called,
pressly provides that if the amend- vention to' revise or amend this con- less it be proposed by vote of three- stitutional convention
to
elected
by a vote of even a small minority
members
of
the
fourths
ques
the
ment be rejected New Mexico is ad- stitution, they shall submit
each house and be ratified by a vote of the people. For example, BuppoBd
mitted as a state with its present tion of calling such convention to the of the people of this state in an elec the blue ballot plan should be adopted
s
electors at the next general election tion at which at least
tnd an amendment should be submitconstitution unchanged.
ted to the voters at a special election
whole
in
voting
the
Article XIX of the New Mexico and if a majority of all the electors of the electors
s
when they would be busy with other
of
those
least
at
and
state
Constitution, as it was ratified by voting .at said election in the state
matters and at a time when they were
shall
county
state
in
the
voting in each
f
of the coun
the people in January, 1911, and ap- and in at least
not accustomed to have an election.
vote for such amendment.
" 'Section 2. Whenever, during the It might be an amendment apparently
proved by the President of the United ties thereof shall vote in favor of call
ing a convention the Legislature shall first twenty-fiv- e
years after the adop- not of sufficient importance to attract
States, is as follows:
the Legis- general attention, but which, nevertheconstitution,
of
this
at the next session provide by law tion
ARTICLE XIX.
s
of the less, might be greatly to the advantage
vote
a
by
lature,
for calling the same. Such convention
Amendments.
or, of some faction or combination who
House,
each
to
members elected
or shall consist of at least as many dele after the expiration of said period of would make special efforts to have
1.
An amendment
Section
f
gates as there are members of the twenty-fiv- e
s
voto their followers go to the poll3 and
years, by a
amendments to this constitution may
vdte for it. If only ten per cent or
Representatives.
of
House
be proposed in either House of the
of the members elected to each House, five per cent of the electors of the
The constitution adopted by such ;hall deem it necessary to call a conLegislature or at any regular session
state should go to the polls at such
convention
shall have no validity until vention to revise or amend this con- special election, and only a bare mas
of all memthereof, and if
it has been submitted to and ratified stitution, they shall submit the ques- jority of those should vote for the
bers elected to each of the two houses
tion of calling such convention to the amendment, It would, under the Blue
by the people.
voting separately, shall vote In favor
3. If this constitution be in electors at the next general election
Sec.
Ballot plan, become part of the conthereof, such proposed amendment any way so amended as to allow laws aid if a niajiriiy cf all the electors stitution. We would thus have our
voting on such question at said elec constitution amended by the vote ot
or amendments shall be entered on to be enacted by direct vote of the
tion in the state shall vote in favor lesB than six per cent or possibly even
may
so
be
their respective journals with the electors, the laws which
less than three per cent of the total
only such as might of calling a convention, the Legislabe
shall
enacted
yeas and nays thereon; or any amend- be enacted by the legislature under ture shall, at the next session provide number of the electors of the State.
by law for calling the same. Such
Another serious objection to the
ment or amendments to this constituthe provisions of this constitution.
as
of
at
convention
consist
shall
least
Ballot Amendment is that it
Blue
Sec. 4. When the United State
tion may be proposed at the first
many delegates as there are members would anow fifty or a hundred amendLegislature
thereto,
the
consent
shall
Legislature
regular session of the
one elecby a majority vote of the members of the House of Representatives. The ments to be submitted at
held after the expiration of two years
convenby
election.
special
adopted
constitution
such
a
even
tion,
in each Hons, may submit to the peoThe people could not vote Intellifrom the time this constitution goes pie the question of amending any pro tion shall have no validity until it has
by
the
to
been
upon a large number of amend
submitted
and
ratified
gently
into effect, or at the regular session vision of Article XXI of this contstitu
people.
i 91
at one tiiav ThejL.
menU
of the Legislature convening each tion on compact' with the United
"
bo
3.
'Section
constitution
this
If
by the act
G
extent
paga
allowed
six.
iñtinuerl
to
the
on
States
maa
if
eighth year thereafter, and
in any way so amended as to allow
of Cti.gio's pirmittlng Uii! s.une, an
jority of all members elected to eacii

BLUE BALLOT
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gelea as a voter of California, thereby attaining an object for which she
years.
had been fighting for fifty-eig-

condensation
OF FRESH NEWS
THE LATEST IMPORTANT DISPATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK

FARM AND
ROAD

In anticipation of the early opening
of the Panama canal, the American-

-

Hawaiian Steamship Company
of
Seattle awarded the contract for con
struction of four 12,000 ton steam
ships to ply between Pacific and At
lantic ports and to cost $800,000 each.
The steamships will be built at Spar
rows Point, Md. The first Is to be fle
llvered In twelve months and others
at short intervals thereafter,

MPROVEffiNT

,

Two hundred delegates, many of
whom are from foreign countries, at
SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF tended the first annual meeting of
farm women in Colorado Springs,
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
Colo., and from the intense interest
FOREIGN LANDS.
shown, the excellence of the various
man
addresses and the business-lik- e
Waatar Nawapapar Union Nawa Sarrio.
nerjn which the delegates worked to
effect permanent organization, it is
WESTERN.
evident that they will prove a valua- Dynamlters wrecked the office of ble addition to the Dry Farming Conthe Sun Employment Agency in Spo- - gress and will exert a force which will
kane, Wash. Damage heavy. No one ultimately carry out the purpose for
injured.
which they have organized
.

ui jroar, weigueu io puunua.
dub
was five feet eight inches tall.
Tommy Ward, aged 12, of Ardmore,
Okla., leaving a note to his mother
that he was tired picking cotton, shot
. 1
uiiuseu wuu su uiuJ aim jcvuitci,
dying Instantly,
V. 1

1

1

south-boun-

SEPARATE

SMALL

SEEDS

e
Gravity Method May Bo
Used to Advantage With 8eeds of
Egg Plant, Tomatoes, Etc

Old-Tim-

The seeds of egg plant, tomato
seeds and other small seeds may be
separated, showing the good and the
bad, by means of weak brine. In the

d

Fruit

Egg Plant

south of Beaumont,
four miles
Miss., instantly killing the baggage- pas- master ana Inlurin twenty-seveuw
8enserB 8nQ m"mDers
A new use for the common cactus
plant of the western country is sug- .
Thon,nra w íñama nf non.
ver,
ment that a durable paint may be
made from the cactus and that the
people of South American countries
have used this natural paint for years

bottles shown here, the one on the
left contains pure water, upon which
many seeds are shown as floating and
a larger number at the bottom. In
the bottle on the right, It is a 20 per
cent solution of common salt in which
egg plant seeds that sank in pure
water were placed, with the result
that many remained at the top.
All seeds that swim in water should
ce rejected, and a further separation
oan be made as shown In the illustra
T. a hn(11pa . wm fihnwmIln.
a tion by placing
the seeds that sink In
chaffeur, his wife and three small water In a weak solution of sugar or
children, were discovered slain in the mlt
showman home in Elsworth. Kan., bv
The percentage of seeds, large or
a neighbor who chanced to call and small may be determined by the dens
wno entered the house when no one ity of the solution employed.
POfmnndd to Ma knocks.
The fe.
Those that float may be removed,
-- ..
of aii the victims were battered
This gravity method Is simply the
e
past recognition by the blows of an
practice of "brining" wheat,
axe, which the slayer had used. The
youngest member ol tne family a
baby, had been beaten until its head
was severed from the body. All three
of the children were under seven
years of age.
n

I

LIME.

Distributing Machine Can Be Made
By Any Ingenious Person at Very
Small Expense.
accompanying
illustration
The
shows a home-mad- e
machine tor distributing lime, ashes, eto. The
box Is hung on a 4x4 scantling hewn down so it will run through
wheels about four Inches, as bearings
for the frame to draw by, says the
Homestead. A tongue is not needed,
although one could be used. Any old
wagon or mowing machine wheels will
do. Make the ends to fit anxle, both
ends alike, doubled crosswise of the
grain of the wood, with one-incboards, twelve Inches wide. Fasten
one end of the box and axle to a
wheel, and let the other wheel turn
on the axle. A support may be put
In the center the same as the end,
but it is not necessary unless the box
Is made longer than ten feet, as It is
very strong and the axle breaks tho
fall of the contents
and prevents
packing. The feed Is regulated by
using two three-Incstrips, with one
bolt in the center and a heavy screw
through the ends into the long strips.
Leave the center cross strip long
enough tor the handle to close. While
filling, tack the strips to hold exact
while boring one and a quarter-inc- h
holes ten Inches apart, opposite the
h

h

passenger train on
A
the New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago
railroad left the rails and turned over

Mistaking a horse chestnut for an
edible sweet chestnut, Mrs. S. J. Rider
of Greeley, Colo., ate the poisonous
nut and nearly died.
W. ty street
ninnear niainamnn
scout and Indian fighter, died at Ober- lln, Kan., of apoplexy. He was a scout
and guide with Gen. Custer.
Mrs. Julia M. Hubbard, who is dead

TO

HANDY FOR SPREADING

.

I

Twenty thousand women of Salt
Lake put a ticket of their own in the
iieia ai me primary elections ucto- to select candidates
Der
lor
municipal offices.
Fully 8,000 persons crowded the
Mormon Tabernacle In Salt Lake to
Day a last tribute to John Henrv
Smith, second counselor of the Mor- mon church, who died recently.
,
.
. .
.
j. ue nei earnings oi me
a
Southern lines during its fiscal year,
ending June 30, 1911, were 15,489,954,
SPORT.
according to the annual report tiled
with the board of directors in New
Jack White of Chicago and Boyo
Tork.
Drlscoll of England fought eight fast
According to word received confer- - rounds to a draw In Memphis, Teñn.
enees held in Detroit have resulted Both fought cleverly and both left the
in steps being taken to consolidate ring practically unmarked,
Alaska Coast and
the Alaska-PacifiTommy Williams of New Tork, a
North Pacific Coast Steamship Com lightweight wrestler, who has been in
panies, operating fourteen
steam Denver lately, has been matched with
ers on the pacific coast.
Jimmy Williams of. Salt Lake. They
'
The Loulsana state and fire rating will meot In Salt Lake, November 4th.
board, at Its regular monthly session,
Miss Margaret Curtis of Boston de-at Baton Rouge, adopted a resolution feated Miss Dorothy Campbell, the
reducing the conflagration hazard American, British and Canadian cham
charge In the congested district of pion, 4 up and 3 to play in the semi
New Orleans from 25 cents to 15 final round of the women's national
cents.
golf championship at Short Hills, N. J.
The forty-fourtannual session of
Frank Gotch, world's champion
the Independent Order of Odd Fellows wrestler, threw Emilio Pietro, the Cayearly meeting of nadlan heavyweight wrestler, twice In
and the twenty-firs- t
the Rebekahs took up and disposed of a little more than 20 minutes at Des
matters of vital concern to these or- - Moines.
The first fall came in 15
ganizations during their meeting in minutes and 20 secopds and the sec.
Denver.
ond in 5 minutes and 19 seconds.

zn

h

old-tim-

Lime 8preader.
Use three
side holes Intermediate.
strap hinges and three hasps with
hooks on one side for door. Any
amount can be put on. By using a
button to stop lever, one can adjust
amount wanted. Turn the button to
stop the lever the same every time.
Any handy person can make one In
two days. The cost of material will
not exceed five dc liars anywhere, new
and dressed.

USEFUL

IN

Never since the days when cattle
thieves infested the western Kansas
country has there been seen such a
man hunt as was waged in the vi
cinity of Elsworth, for the murderer
oi the Showman iamny, slam recently,
but the slayer is still at large.
Mme. Caroline M. Severance, found- or of the first woman's club in Ameri- ca and known as the "mother of worn- n'a cluhrf," registered at Los An- -

CORN FIELD

-

By Aid of Horse Shown In Illustration
One May Make Shocks That Will
Stand Till Husked.

M.'...SÁléM

B

L..,,'.,MMJ

By the aid of the corn horse Illus
g
Bottle A, with pure water; bottle B, trated herewith you can make
corn shocks that will stand
with 20 per cent, solution of common
up until husked, says a writer in the
salt
The small pole
barley, oats, etc., but can be applied Farm and Home.
In and out
pulled
be
can
b
marked
with advantage to seeds of much
through a hole, c, in pole, a.
smaller size.
The horse is set In position and
the cornstalks stacked against the
uaas ana tnas oí ra int.
place where poles a and b meet until
When you have been using several
different kinds of paint, and have a lit
tle of each kind left, It Is a mistake
to let them go to waste. The differ
ent colors can, by adding oil as need
ed, be all mixed together, and then if
not as dark as desired, lampblack can
be added. In this way one may save
FOREIGN.
enough paint to cover a sled, cultiva
tor,
harrow or something that will be
Italy's fourth dreadnaught, the Glupaint saved. If not
lio Cesare, has been successfully preserved and the
right away, cover it
use
needed
for
launched.
with linseed oil.
The London Chronicle's Vienna
correspondent states on high author
To Clear Land
's
A
Friend.
ity that all diplomatic efforts made
When other work Is not pressing,
at Rome to bring about peace have
the fall is a good time to clear up a a shock of the size desired is reached,
failed.
ground and sow it to then It Is tied near the top and the
troops rough piece of
Seven thousand Chinese
grain. Dynamite Is of very snort pole is pulled out The horse
winter
have reached the outskIrts 0f Han
great assistance In getting out stumps is then' pulled straight ahead to
koW( whlle troop traln8 are carrylng
and boulders. As this Is a high ex where the next shock Is desired. No
thounsandB more to the scene of the
must be .handled with care, saddles are made when this corn
revolutionary rising In
Eight plosiveIsItno more dangerous
than gun- - horse is used, and at husking time
It
but
Chinese ships of war and ten or twelve powder If handled in the proper man- - the stack can be pulled over without
foreign warships have assembled off
having to cut the saddle stalks.
Der.
Hankow.
trim-lookin-

-

Judge E. E. Porterfleld, in the Crim
inal Court In Kansas City, denied the
motion of attorneys for B. C. Hyde
for the appointment of elisors to take
charge of the Jury that is to try Dr.
Hyde the second time for the murder
of Colonel Thomas Swope.

THE

Corn-Grower-

Hu-Pe-

ing me alone for a few moments. In FOR TAKING LONG TRAMPS
my eagerness to fulfill my duty I rap
idly searched over the papers he bad Foolish
Things Some Girls Do to Inleft, noting the place and the date
With Enjoyment
terfere
when the scheme was to be put Into
of Outing.
execution. Shortly afterward the an
archist chief returned and pocketed
Girls who have had little experience
the documents.
in outdoor life often do some foolish
On the fateful night the chief In
things when they begin to try this
formed me that the attempt had been form of enjoyment
One way In which
postponed. As I afterward found out, many of
them interfere with their own
some members of the anarchist police comfort is by
going on a tramp with
sent to survey the neighborhood had. the wrong kind
of shoes.
detected signs of the watching officials
The girl who has played tennis and
and realized that their plans had been found the soft, rubber-soleshoes comdivulged to the police by some traitor. fortable will think
that they will sureHEN a political killing bap-- tersburg. The young student spent a Since the chief of the anarchists and ly
help her to enjoy a tramp; but they
pens In Russia, look for the few months in jail. Then he entered myielf were the only two people who
are the last thing to wear for a long
agent provocateur.
the police service, not as a spy, but as had any knowledge of the lntendd walk,
as these girls have found to
kind of clerk or lower official.
This maxim Is fairly Jusoutrag which, of course, was simply a their cost They come home with
He determined to learn the system sham affair prepared to trap me.
tified, yet It has exceptions.
I their feet aching and the calves of
There are contradictions and the personnel and to obtain docu- was immediately known to them in their legs
tired out from the lack of
and sinister puzzles. ments for the benefit of the revolution my true light as a police spy."
the spring that Is given by heels.
topsy-turve- y
are
ists.
Russian
Things
Alter this, Mr. Perslts says, he was Walking with a flat, heelless shoe on a
Mr. Menschikoff saw in the secret decoyed to a lonely
from the moral as
wood near Mos- rough road is extremely trying, and
well as other standpoints. records that there were thrj3 extreme- cow, bound hand and foot by
the ter- one can feel every stone through the
For latest examnle. take ly able agents provocateur
in the rorists and ordered to confess. "At soft rubber soles; and these tired feet
the slaying of Premier Stolypin. Who Third Section. One was named Ras- first rendered desperate by my peril, and legs will feel even worse the next
killed him, and for what purpose? The kin, another Vlnogradoff,
another I stoutly refused to admit my guilt, day.
answer is not as obvlouB as an Amer- ValuyskL TheBe men were in the in shouting frantically, 'I deny It all!"
Quite as bad as the tennis shoes are
ican would assume. Amazingly enough, most confidence of the terrorists. They But with many curses and blows, the low shoes with thin soles and high
the assassin, Bogroff, waB claimed knew beforehand all the big plots, they told me that I was already con- heels. These tire the feet and may
both by the government and by the even the slaying of Minister Plehve victed. They ordered me to dlvulee sprain the ankles. The only shoes that
revolutionists. "He was a cog in our and Grand Duke Sergius. This trinity to them
thesecrets of the political are really satisfactory for "roughing"
machine who went wrong," assert the of talent, strange to say, focussed grad police. This, however, 1 refused to It" are strong high shoes with thick
police. "He was a revolutionist who ually into one personage a master do. My captors then held a
soles. The strongest ankles need supconsultaobeyed our orders," say the disciples traitor whose name has removed con tion and decided to follow
the methods port In rough walking, and It is often
of terrorism.
siderable stigma from that of Judas of the inquisition and wring from me wet in the woods. The girl who has
It requires thought to appreciate in the minds of several million peo by torture the particulars they were once tried the two ways of tramping
the niceness of the dilemma which the ple.
seeking. . . . Pins were forced in- will never again be persuaded to wear
situation presents, especially on the
Mr. Menschikoff, regardless of dan to all parts of my body, each tormen
low or thin shoes.
side of the police. The officials find ger to himself and his plans, felt com tor apparently vying with
the others
it a shade preferable to take the pelled t write an anonymous letter to to discover a place which would pro AN APPLE BUTTER STIRRER
wrong cog view, and assert that Bo- a member of the revolutlonury central duce the most excruciating
pain.
groff had a regular permit to enter committee. Informing him that a great
The lash was applied In addition to Handy Implement That Makes Labor
the theater, and used a revolver sup- terrorist leader was a police spy. the pins. Then the captors, considEasy and Will Please
plied by the authorities. It is less The committee member was asked to ering it vain to gain .any information,
the Cook.
Injurious to the police to take this tell no one except five of his fellows, discussed methods of killing
the traiview than to admit that they were but In his astonishment he showed the tor. A handsome young Polish JewThe cut represents an apple butter
outwitted by the enemy, and that ter letter to Eugene Azeff, who was ess, says the narrator came forward
which Is hard to beat, I think.
stirrer
rorism is in successful ascendancy.
known to him by another name, and and exclaimed:
It is made of a wooden shaft about
There Is an Increasing roll In Rus said:
" 1 have an excellent idea. All the two Inches thick and about three
sia, headed by the arch betrayer Azeff,
"Who is Azeffr
deaths you suggest are too quick. He inches higher than the kettle with
who helped to kill a grand duke and
"1 am Azeff," calmly replied the arch Is tied; let us lay him on the railway. a crank about one foot long turned by
a minister while In government em- spy. But there is a mistake.
The The Petersburg express will shortly
.
....At"'""--ploy, of ambiguous persons who may guilty man Is Tataroff."
be due, and the cus will have the
be styled the missing links or unclassTataroff, also mentioned in the let pleasure of lying helpless while - be
of
revolution. ter, was In fact a police agent. He sees the train coming nearer and nearified monstrosities
Agent provocateur, "secret
was' a andidate for the inner circle er. It will give him time to think
government spy, revolutionary spy
of terrorism, sent forward by his em over hlB treachery.'
these seem to be simple te rns whose ployers tor the purpose of checking
"The suggestion was boartily apmeaning can be easily learned and un- up the activities of Azeff, whose splen proved. With many a curse and blow
derstood. But the dictionary definí did villanies had no supervision. Ta- I was prtmptly carried off and laid
tlona do not satisfy an impartial stu taroff tried to save himself by accus- across the rails of the
dent There are things in the phe- ing bis eminent colleague, though he
railway, being tied face upper1
nomena not covered by the definitions. bad no personal knowledge of Azeffs most to the rails by the ropes that
The revolutionists are with the diction- police position. . A revolutionary tri bound my hands behind my back. After
ary. Like the police, they do not be- bunal tried Tataroff, condemned him having brutally kicked me almost Into
lieve In a twilight zone; they separate to deatii and had him shot in 1906. insensibility and wished me a sarcastlo
the sheep from the goats with a clear Before be was killed, however, Ta 'goodby,' my onetime fellow anarch
cut line. They explain moat elaborate- taroff denounced Azeff to the police as ists disappeared in the gathering darkApple Butter 8tlrrer.
ly that a sheep is a sheep and a goat is being tiis.cyal and engageu In terror ness of the night . . .
a long pole or lath aa shown in the
a goat. Nevertheless, a survey of eold istic work. Azeff was arrested by
"Slowly the minutes passed away, cut The shaft is held In place by a
facts shows that there are woolly goats General Grasslmoff, chief of police, and, at last, to my horror, I heard the strip of board through which It passes.
f,
and goatish sheep. Azeff, Gapon;
and threatened with exposure of his rumble of the approaching train. The board has a mouth at each end
Bogroff, they worked on .both double role, whereupon he made a Never shall I forget the unspeakable which fits around the kettle handle.
sides and helped and hurt both sides wholesale betrayal of revolutionists terror o. that moment Nerve racking At one mouth Is an Iron slide with a
A psychological zoologist would have whom be had perhaps hot intended to though the period of suspense had setscrew to hold the board In place.
difficulty In placing them,
i'
betray. Several hundred were arrest- been, It was as nothing to this. Pres- C. R Bashore, in National Stockman
The Russian agent provocateur is a ed, exiled, shot or banged.
ently the rumble grew to a roar, and, and Farmer.
government spy who encourages or"
James Persltz, late an official in the turning my head, I saw th? lights of
commits crime for the sake of making Russian secret police, now in New the express approaching. Then 1 think
Dessert
arrests. But any spy or detective Is Tork engaged In writing bis memoirs, I lost ail control of myself. In a fren
Four whites of eggs, sixteen prunes,
likely to conduct a degree of crime in gave an account of his adventures as zy of fear I redoubled my efforts to four tablespoonfuls of sugar, vanilla,
Be a spy among terrorists.
order to succeed in bis work.
escape, flinging myself this way and pinch of salt Stew prunes without
tween direct provocation and condona
"One society which I joined in the that. Larger and larger grew those sugar until tender, drain and cut in
tion the difference Is not always per- - course o. my duty provided me with an glaring orbs of light nearer and near- small pieces; beat the eggs to a stiff
ceptiblo.
The terrorist operating experience which I shall never forget er came the ponderous wheela. I real froth, with a pinch of salt added, fold
against the government must needs By the fierceness of my declarations ized that I had but a few moments In the prunes, pour the mixture into
use to a greater or lesb degree the and the enegry I displayed I rose un- more t Uve. Making an effort, I man a buttered baking dish, and place in
.
same methods. He must betray some- til I was selected to carry out a des- aged to lie calmly for a brief second a moderate oven for ten minutes;
what, injure his party a little In or perate deed involving the murder of or two; theu 1 braced feet and shoul then remove the covering to allow the
a number of prominent officials. Need ders and heaved upward with all my pudding to brown slightly. Serve cold
der to Injure the enemy more.
remaining strength.
Some new light on the spy problem less to say, the plot was communicatIn glass cups with whipped cream; If
in general and the Azeff case In par ed by me to the officials of the secret
"The cord parted. With one wild chocolate flavoring Is desired, one
of grated chocolate may
tlcular was given by Leonid Menschlk-off- , police. Communication with them scream of excitement I rolled between
late senior assistant to the chief was, of course, extremely dangerous. the rails. I remember a deafening, be added.
of the Third section at St Petersburg. I took the greatest possible care to thunderous roar and the approach of a
Brown 8ugar Pie.
Mr. Menschikoff is the original ex- - cover up the traces of my handiwork, hot blast such as comes from the
s
cup brown sugar, one
poser uf the terrific Azeff and has but nevertheless the anarchist police opening of an enormous "furnace door.
tablespoon butter, two tablespoons
supplied evidence against lesser stars outwitted me and secured Incontro- Then everything went red, and
milk, cook until waxy looking; then
vertible evidence that I was a police lapsed into insensibility."
of the Inferno of provocation.
take yolks of two eggs, one heaping
Mr. Persltz says Be woke up In
A bpy of sixteen in a technical high spy. Their method of doing this was
cups
hospital three months later, having tablespoon flour, one and one-hal-f
school at Moscow, Leonid Menschi Interesting.
"The chief of the society wrote out been dellrous ail teat time. un ac milk; mix all together, smooth, add
koff was arrested for belonging to
revolutionary circle. He was betrayed the details of an attempt to be made count of the affair he was rewarded to the above Ingredients, cook until
by a fellow member of the circle, Zu- on a certain high official. At a time with $400 "gratification money," an In thick; add vanlla; have a baked crust;
batoff, who became an eminent pro- when only the leader and I were in the crease of salary and a six months' va use the whites beaten stiff for top;
vocateur and chief of police at St. Pe room he made some excuse for leav cation, which he spent mostly in Italy, return to the oven for a minute or two.
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fuertes es posible levantar lenguaje llano que hay que enmendar
estructura hermosa, sustiancial j en la constitución de Nuevo Méjico
que exija tan Imperativamente un
lo tanto, yo siento

y nnchos y

The Blue Ballot

j

to explain what he meant when he said
he didn't have an acre of public land, y duradera. Por
más fácil de eumienda.'
be printed In full, or even In synopsis, ' Bob Ervien's affidavit is still before
upon a ballot. The voters would have us showing that McDonald has land mucho que en la elección venidera se
Háse mostrado en la prensa de amto depend on their memory even if leas id and that the leases won't ex ponga ante los votantes la cuestión de bos partidos, incluso
el órgano oficial
they had taken the time to read them pire until 1914. It looks like someone
una
fundación,
Demócrata,
que
una
la
si
vamos
tener
á
constitución de
beforehand, or upon the suggestion of had been juggling with the truth and
some interested political worker at we don't believe it was Ervieti.
ley fundamental para Todos; pues una Nuevo Méjico es de más fácil enmienda que las constituciones de una mathe polls, to determine how they
ley que puede ser enmendada cada
should vote upon each amendment, by
yoría de los oaos estaaos de la Un.ón,
We are still awaiting some kind of
number, on the ballot.
explanation
from the Democratic aüo en cada elección por una simple mas fácil que
la mas grande constituThe plan is manifestly unreasonbosses about that deficit of $127,339.91 mayoria de votos, dados en una elección
de
todas
ellas
la constitución de
able and dangerous.
administration.
in the Thornton
The present constitution contains a
ción cualquiera no puede ser dignifi los Estados Unidos, y con mucho más
fair, reasonable and practical plan for
The reports of the county treasur cada con el nombre de "fundamental." fácil que la constitución del estado
ie
future amendment whenever a majori- ers are a pretty fair indication of the
Viigiuia,
de
donde
ese
viene
imperial
y
In
de
ty of the people in the State and
"Un sentimiento de confianza
prosperity of the people in New Mexestadista Henry D. Flood, que tan sin
half of the counties may desire to ico under Republican regime.
seguridad el prerequisito esencial á
change it.
ceremonia se ha inyacado en la políWhat has become with the national una prosperidad saludable y durade- tica de Nuevo' Méjico.
It is a plan which is in accord with
principles of the Constitution of, the Issues in this campagln? We haven't ra y que alcance a todo&, no será alEs un hecho que los hombres pensaUnited States, and makes the New heard anything about them from the
si las olas Inestables de cada dores de este nuevo estado que
canzado
candihan
amendeasy
of
Democratic bosses nor their
Mexico Constitution as
ment as are the constitutions of a dates. We' would like to hear from capricho y moda pasajera se permite leído y considerado cuidadosamente
que socaben el cimiento y envien todo la constitución de Nuevo Méjico, sa- of the most prosperous them on the tariff.
majority
states In the Union.
el edificio desplomado á la tierra.
ben que no es demasiado difícil ni
It is the New Mexico plan, prepared
Si nuestra actual constitución prolácil de enmendar.
and adopted by he votes of
bare ser defectuosa 6 inadecuada, ó si
Verdad es que el Juez McGill afirmó
VOTAD
DE
CONTRA
EN
of the delegates in the Constiel cambio de condiciones
ante la comisión de territorios de la
tutional Convention and already ratiun cambio en cámara que cada cláusula de
conveniente
la constified by the people by an overwhelmLA BOLETA AZUL, DICE ía constitución, puede ser y será caming majority.
tución de Nuevo Méjico encerraba una
biada según proveído en la constituIt assures stability of government
trampa, más puede presentarse ante
and safeguards the civil, religious, poEL ARZOBISPO BIT-AV- AL
ción presente.
el electorado de Nuevo Méjico y soslitical, and property rights of the peouna ventaja ver- tenido solamente por partidarios
, "Más únicamente
tan
ple against the chances of sudden
dadera á la comunidad" en conjunto radicales como los que podia allegar,
DE SANTA
and radical changes, which, if we
deberla indu ir á un cambio, al paso, declaración semejante y anular la mashould adopt the Blue Ballot Amendment plan, might be made under great
que si la enmienda propuesta obtuvie- yoria de 1S.Ü00 votos que
fué dada en
FE
popular excitement or by the skillful
se' una mayoría en la elección venlde, favor de la
constitución?
manipulations of scheming politicians.
ra nuestra constitución cambiarla con
Una mayoria de la convención cons
We all want to see the great recada mayoria cambiante y con cada titucional se componía de Republicadeveloped.
We
sources of New Mexico
CATOLICA
EL JEFE DE LA IGLESIA
want more railroads, factories smelt
cambio de partido que entrase en el nos, pero ellos á su vez dieron trato
plants,
ers, Irrigation works, pumping
MEXICO DECLARA
DE NUEVO
poder. La constitución se converti- equitativo & la minoria y
la constitu
flour mills, woolen mills, cream
rla en juguete de cada demagogo po- ción que fué fraguada en esa convenPROPUESerles and other improvements.
QUE ESA ENMIENDA
litico, y le cada Innovador fantástico;
All these things will come it we
ción contiene también algunas de 'as
TA A LA CONSTITUCION SIGNIFIstand by the New Mexico Constituintereses divergentes de las diferentes mejores y más sabias provisiones
tion and the New Mexico plan for
reglones del pais y de diferentes para la protección igual
CA EL COS EN LOS ASUNTOS
de la mayofuture amendments, which have been
clases de gentes que habitan en núes ria y la minoria.
E
of
MEXICO,
people
generally approved by the
PUBLICOS DE NUEVO
tro estado jamás podrían ser recon
the United States; and have estab
En su efecto general la constitución
GENERO
CUALQUIER
IMPEDIRA
permanency
ciliadas de una manera permanente, de Nuevo Méjico se halla modelada
lished confidence in the
and stability of our state governmen:
y un estado continuo de inquietud y
DE GOBIERNO E TABLE LOS NEsobre la constitución de estos Estados
They will not come if we adopt the
tumulto político serla la cousecum
Unidos, una constitución bajo la cual
Oklahoma plan as proposed in the
GOCIOS SUFRIRIAN,' LA GENTE cia.
esta gran nación se ha elevado al graBlue Ballot Amendment.
"Sin embargo, eso no es precisa- do de una potencia universal.
SERIA PERJUDICADA Y LA FUAlready the tear that we may adopt
mente ío que Nuevo Méjico necesita
that radical plan has caused the susDará siquiera una vez el partido
TURA PROSPERIDAD DEL NUEVO
pension cf negotiations for financing
en la época presente.
Demócrata
respuesta á una cuestión
all New Mexico enterprises.
ESTADO PUESTA EN RIESGO
"La estabilidad, la confianza y un verdadera y contestará á la pregunta?
Not a dollar can be had for any
DICE sentimiento de seguridad se necesitan Manifestará lo que hay en esa constiEL EMINENTE PRELADO
new development work in New Mexsobre todo, si el estado ha de ser co- tución que necesite de enmienda para
ico until this question Is settled.
GRAVE DE , LA SITUA-CIOLO
QUE
careincidental cen un desarrollo intensifl-nadIf we should be so unwise and
hacer tan imperativo que un método
less as to adopt the Blue Ballot
HABLAR.
A
de nuestros vastos recursos na más ácil de
LE OBLIGA
enmendara deberla ser
period
Amendment, it will bring on a
turales, seguido por general prospe hallado en la primera elección de esof business stagnation and hard times
ridad para toda clase de personas de tado?
which will affect all the people of
J. B. Titaval, D. D. nuestro nuevo estado.
S. S. lllma.
New Mexico and cause disaster and
Mr. Ferguson, que después de que
Arzobispo de Santa Fé, que hizo un
"No es cuestiCn política ó de par- la constitución habla
ruin to many.
sido adoptada,
It would notr be the corporations, viaje á ultramar esce verano y perma- tido y estoy confiauo de que aquellos
vse
dijo
sometía
que
á
la voluntad de
nor the rich men, who would suffer
que participan de mis convicciones
la. mayoría"
luego fué á Washingmost from the adoption of this amend- necerá en la c.udad de Nueva York
en esta materia, no solaaiente darán
ment. It would fall hardest upon the hasta mediados de Noviembre, ha enton, á apoyar la. enmienda Flood,
su boleca, ii'iespeet.va de uiiliaciones
laborers, the contractors, the merquerrá decir donde, á su opinion, es
a
siguiente
políticas, ni pro de la esa!jilidad de
chants, the producers and those who viado la comunicación
defectuosa la consti.
......
..
are working to bring in outside capi- Nuevo Méjico:
ltl.f.l
"ucbuuh
íunjamentaiL's,
sino
tución?
tal to develop our resources.
"De todas las noticias que me han que tumb.en tratarán de alumbrar á
Querrá Mr. McGill exhibir para la
Be on the safe side. Vote against
los demás
AMENDMENT
inspección de lo s votantes, los centethe BLUE BALLOT
llegado duranté mi ausencia de Nue"No es mi costumbre figurar en la
so the people of New Mexico may
nares de "trampas" que dijo en Washque anunciaba
vo Méjico, aquella
realize their hopes of prosperity and
premia, pero la vita) importancia de ington que contenia la constitución?
good times that should come with que el pasaje del estado habla sido este asunto, y mi
arditnto deseo por
Querrá Mr. Jones manifestaren que
statehood.
otorgado fué la más grata para mi. el bienestar, el progreso y prosperi- punto
es la constitución tan perjudi-ca- l
It is looking better every day for El Congreso y el. Presidente de los dad de Nuevo Méjico, me han indict
cuie deba ser hecha fácil de enfen-da- r
do & hacer una excepción en esta vez
the Republican state ticket. As re
sin demora?
Estados Unidos han al fin ejecutado
ports come from the various counties,
y escribir estas poras lineas,
los
Querrá
el Democrático Journal de
hacia
it is simply a tale of the Republican un acto de tardía Justicia
Albuquerque señalar, en vista de sus
party getting together, uniting its habitantes de Nuevo Méjico. Ahora
TENGAMOS
GOBIERNO
ESTABLE,
forces and burying personal differpasadas afirmaciones, y decir ahorra
confianences and misunderstandings for the nos corresponde Justificar la
como está sobre esta cuestión y porgood of the party, whereas the
Este periódico desearía hacer al qué?
za puesta en nosotros haciendo frenforces are each day
del estado partido Demócrata una pregunta,
Explicará Mr. Flood la necesidad
becoming more demoralized, their te á las responsabilidades
desearla
en
contestación
una
respuesta
personal
para
enmendar de usa vez la constituy
.
their
concienzuda.
and
forces more divided
de una manera sabia
directa, sincera y honesta:
enmities becoming warmer. The Re
en vista del hecho que Virginia
ción,
"Aunque ningún instrumento
publican state ticket will win by the
con
una
constitución acorazada, le ha
twtiv iiciNu
malu LA CONSbiggest majority in Its history.
puede hacer reclamo á perfecenviado
al Congreso?
TITUCION DE NUEVO MEXICO Y
comThe bitter personal fight directed ción absoluta, la constitución
El electorado de Nuevo Méjico, en
EN QUE PUNTO DEBERIA SER ENagainst Holm O. Bursum by the
prehensiva, tolerante, conservadora y
particular aquella ciudadanía que ha
It Is
MENDADA?
combine, Is
levantado á Nuevo Méjico de un de
Méjico augura bien
now. to make him votes. A y sabia de Nuevo
o
O""'
Hemos
oído
un
fuerte
aulllido
de
sierto y de un pals salvaje, tiene dere- man who is forced to run the gaunt- para ej p0rvenir del nuevo estado,
Jones,
de
Hand,
de
McGill,
Mr.
Fergusde
has
as
cho á saber del partido DemóVrata,
let of abuse and slander,
"Unicamente cuando los cimientos son, de Buiiiuart y
who
man
a
be
indeed
must
algunos
que hay de malo en esta constitución
de
ros,
Bursum.
de un euiiie'o son buenos y profundos peio mi. :j lus u.' os oíiíu
knows no fear.
para que tenga ano ser enmendada.
en
teoir
j
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The Rev. Peter Trimble Rowe, misA SERIOUS ERROR.
sionary bishop of Alaska, has been
elected bishop of the Episcopal misMany a case of kidney disease hat
sionary district "of South Dakota-Oth- er proven fatal because the symptoms
missionary bishops chosen by were not recognized. If you suffer
the Episcopal house of hishops were: with backache or bladder irregular!- .ties, follow the adThe Rev. D. Trumbull Huntington,
Mi Saqr
vice of Mrs. H. S.
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS bishop at Wu IIu, China, and the Rev.
Sloan's Liniment is an exWoods, 619 11th
Henry
George
St.
Tucker, president of
THAT COVER THE WEEK8
Aurora,
cellent
St,
Nebr.
remedy for chest and
St. Paul's college Japan, bishop at
Says Mrs. Woods:
EVENTS.
throat affections. It quickly
Kioto, Japan.
"I was in a critirelieves congestion and incal condition. My
flammation. A few drops
FOREIGN.
feet and ankles
in water used as a gargle is
OF
were so swollen
antiseptic and healing.
Much excitement prevails In Honowith . dropsy,
I
lulu as a result of the discoverery of
could not wear
Here's Proof
my shoes. Four
KEEPING THE READER POSTED a case of yellow fever.
.
" I have used Sloan's Liniment for
teen weeks prior to taking Doan's
years and can testify to Its wonderful
ON MOST IMPORTANT
The town of Milpa Alta, Mexico, Kidney
efficiency. I have used It (or sort throat,
Pills, I waB confined to bed
croup, lama back and rheumatism and
within three miles of the capital, was practically helpless. They
CURRENT T0PIC8,
in every case It gavs instant relief."
made me
almost destroyed by Zapatietas, who feel like a new woman and soon I was
REBECCA JANE ISAACS.
Lucy, Kentucky.
were defeated by the federal troops in doing my work the same as ever."
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
a battle which lasted for more than
"When Your Back Is Lame, Remember the Namo DOAN'S." 60c a
five hours near the ruined town.
.WESTERN.
box at all stores. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co,
Reports to the Turkish Embassy in
Unuflualyold weather for this seaBuffalo, N. Y.
son oí the year is reported from the London are to the effect that the ItalBig Hole basin' In the southwestern ians suffered tremendous losses in
The Wrong Throat.
A little boy took an apple to school
dead and wounded in the fighting at
part of Montana.
is excellent for sprains and
Dis- the other day and was playing with
A bequest of $2,000 for the care of Benghazi and around Tripoli.
bruises.- - It stops the pain
an aged horse, with further directions patches say the Turks and Arab allies it When the teacher saw him he
at once and reduces swellthat it never be sold or worked, Is con- in the hinterlaud are being reinforced took it from him and commenced to
ing
very quickly.
eat it
tained in the will of Mrs. Ellen Mul-vei- hourly.
Sold by all dealers.
As
the boy saw the last piece disfiled in Chicago.
Two important towns,
appear he commenced coughing, and
Prloo, 2So., SOo.f $1.00
The domestic science classes at the and Sian, the later capital of Shensl,
when the teacher asked him what he
Utah Agricultural college no longer China, have fallen into the hand3 of was
coughing for, he replied:
Sloan's
are sacred to women. Harley Greaves the revolutionists, materially extendTreatise
"Please, sir, it's gone down the
and John Short, two Btudents promi- ing the area of uprising, dishearten- wrong way."
on the
nent in college affairs, have enrolled ing the government and jjivlng new
Horse
sent free.
themselves in the cooking classes. .
confidence to revolutionists.
Thousands of country people know the
Address
. flf
Several English correspondents exA Chinese- newspaper, in an extra value of Hamlins Wizard Oil, the best
family
medicine
in
case
of
accident
pelled from Tripoli for not complying edition, announces
or
that the minister o! midden illness. For the safety of your
with the rules of censorship, have ar- war, General Yin Tchang, commanding family buy a bottle
now.
'
'
rived at Malta. They describe the the Imperial forces, has been assassiA
fighting at Tripoli as more disastrous nated by his own troops. The paper
Mistress Have you a reference?
to the Italians than the Italians have also states that Canton has been
Bridget Foine; Oi held the poker
seized by revolutionists. Great blood
admitted.
over
her till I got It. Harper's Bazar.
shed
reported
is
there.
Actual mobolization of the Fac'f'c
Diego,
fleet began at San
Calif., when
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross,
the cruiser California, flagship of the
SPORT.
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
commander-in-chief- ,
Rear
Admiral
At all good grocers.
Chauncey Thomas, entered the harbor
Frank Gotch failed to throw Jesse
Tramp Turned Down. -and cast anchor within a stone's Westergaard of Des Moines three
"I haven't a place to lay my head."
times In an hour, at the Baker theathrow of the docks.
"Well, you can't leave it here."
The family of Dr. Thomas A. Perrln, ter in Denver.
a physician of San Jose, Calif., accordPhiladelphia defeated New York
ing to advices Just received from 13 to 2, which gave the Philadelphia
Brantford, Ontario, Canada, has es- Americans the world's baseball chamtablished claim to K500.000 in the pionship for the second consecutive
Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and i
often a forerunner of prostrating disBank of England, which has been ly- year.
ease.
ing Idle for more than 600 years.
Harry Riede, the "Aspen Whirl-wind,- "
It is serious and especially so to peoSuperior Court Judge John F. Main
and Johnny Shaskey of
ple that must keep up and doing or get
was waylaid and
at the
fought a
draw in behindhand.
court house In Seattle by Mrs. Chris-tio- Walsenburg before 800 fans.
The
The best medicine to take for it is the
M. Olson, who had lost a casé fight was marked throughout by vi- great constitutional remedy
involving title to some property in cious milling, the Aspen bantam forcJudge Main's court. Mrs. Olson suc- ing the fight. Shaskey used his greatceeded in striking the, amazed judge er weight to advantage in the clinches.
Which purifies and enriches the blood
on the head twice.
Riede weighed 118 pounds and Shasand builds up the whole system.
Fort Worth & Denver City passen- key 130.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
ger train No. 6, northbound, was
Philadelphia Athletics are cham- chocolated tablets called
Sarsataba.
wrecked one mile west of - Bellevue, pions of the world for the second suc
Tex. Engineer Cunningham is dead cessive year. In an. exhibition of bat
and his fireman, W. C. Gates, of Fort ting seldom seen In a premier baseball
Furnish Shoe Insurance (o Miners, Quarryt
Worth, and a score of passengers re- series, the American league team demen, Farmers and All Men Who
ported injured. Spreading rails caused feated New York in the sixth trame
Is
Growing
,
Do Rough Work
Smaller
Day,
Every
of the series by the overwhelming
the wreck.
Shots fitted with metallic heels last twice is long
score of 13 to 2, thus giving them the CARTER'S LITTLE
Reports from Indianapolis that a
ts unprotected shoes. Vou can buy shoes ready
four necessary games out of the six LIVER PILLS are
fitted with these heels
or your cobbler can quickly
federal grand jury would Investigate Played to carry off
fit them to the shoes you're now wearing. Lighter
they
baseball's great- responsible
your dealer isn't suppUed, writs us.
than
leather.
If
the
McNamara dynamiting est honor. With the victory goes six- not only give reliel
Carter's Y oar Inquiry brings i booklet.
they perma'
cases, in Los Angeles, supplied a ty percent of J127.910.61,
BOSTON, MASS,
UNITED SHOE MACHINERY
CO.
or $76,746.37, nentlycureCon- theme for consideration by counsel ior of which each Athletic player
will re- itipation. Mil
KITTLE
the defense of John J. and James B. ceive $3,654.59. The
losers will re- lions use
McNamara and attracted attention in ceive
the remainder, $51,161.24, or $2 them for
THE BEST STOCK
the offices of District Attorney Fred- 436.39 for each New
Biliousness.
York player.
Indigestion, Sick- Headache, Sallow Skin.
ericks as well.
SADDLES;:;.:

LATEST NEWS

Chest Pains
and Sprains

EPITOMIZED

MOST INTEREST

LOAM'S
LIMIMEMT
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Kiu-Klan- g
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Cross-Referenc-

'fill

Loss of Appetite

horse-whippe-

d

n
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Hood's Sarsaparilla

A

METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS

The Army of
Constipation

Almost 1,000,000 women will be eligible to vote for President of the United States in 1912. Those women are
to be found In the six Western-state- s
which have already granted equal
The number of women In eac'i
state who are eligible to vote is about
as follows: California, 500,000; Colorado, 1C0.000; Idaho, 48,000; Utah,
Washington, 120,000, and Wyoming, 35,000, or a total of 328,000.
There are In the United States today
Just nineteen states that have no
form of woman suffrage, although
some cities In them have. Kentucky
was the first state in this country to
give women the right to vote.

;-

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Wolf Hunter Transferred.
Meeker. By a recent'decree of the

White River forest reserve officials,
Joe Beach, the famous wolf hunter, Is
to be shortly transferred to the Arapahoe reserve in Laramie and Grand
counties, thus taking from Rio Blanco
county the man, who by his wonderful
work, assisted in bringing the stock
industry here up to the highest point
of productivity and profit. The wolf
is of all predatory animals the. most
destructive to stock. In the Arapahoe
reserve these wolves have become so
numerous and are such a pest that a
bounty of $50 each Is offered.

able prices, write for tret
Illustrated catatonia.

Genuine must bear Signature
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Boasteo,

Ulllinorn for collecting names and ad- $6 DCD
rtfl nununbU dresses. Steady work. Bend
Stamped envelope. Tfeiter adwtulnf C., Tulla, Tm.

FOR
EYES

W. N. U., DENVER,

PINK EYE

-

NO.

441911.

DISTEMPER
CATARRHAL FEVER
AND ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES

Cures the sick and acts as a preventive (or others, liquid given on
the tongue. Safe (or brood mares and all others. Best kidney remedy 60
cents and $1.00 a bottle ; 16.00 and $10.00 tha dozen. Sold by all druggists
and horse goods bouses, or sent expresa paid, by the. manufacturers.

SPOHN MEDICAL

CO,

Chemi.U,

GOSHEN, INDIANA

THE SPANISH
E.

AMERICAN

A YEAR OF INTEREST

J. H. ROY Editor and Proprietor

on a good savings account is no small item in
the sum total that a pass book shows. Many
hearts are happy over the liberal interest added to their accounts money earned without
any effort. Are you among those interest-earnin- g
people? If not, why not put part of
that money you work for into a Savings Account with this bank and make it work for

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the Postoffice at Roy, Mora
County New Mexico, under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

Issjed every Saturday at Roy, Mora County,

New Mexico.

Advertising Rates
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Single copies

That Roy Smoker.

-

15c

YOU?

50c

w

START THAT ACCOUNT RIGHT HERE AT
THE FIRST OF THE YEAR.

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

Recently half a hundred Trini
H. B. JONES, President
C. L. JUSTICE, C.ibier
DR. F. B. EVANS, Vice Pres.
dad "boosters" came to Roy, N
M. A "smoker was given them.
Liauor flowed freely, and what
usually goes with that sort of en
tertainnient,. speeches unprintable. No doubt the wives and
cm dren of these
boosters" are
mind.
But Roy
of a different
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
representative citizens7 are
General Blacksmithing
equally culpable. Chris tain young
contribu
men were solicited for
Specialty
REPUBLICAN TICKET tions with which to buy "booze'
Horse Shoeing-A strange way to advertise
All Work Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
shame.
advertising
its
town
Proprietor
J. B. KING,
from
extracted
was
above
The
For Governor,
117
the New Mexico prohibition or
HOLM O. BURSUM,
of Socorro County. gan issued at Albuquerque and
no doubt was supplied by one Vote The Republican Ticket
For Lieutenant Governor,
About Our Roy Candidates
Rev. J. Wilbur Rose, a migratory
MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ,
of Taos County preacher that occassionally gets
Do not be misled by some radiRoy has four candidates on the
hungry and has to come to Roy cal hard shell Democrat to scratch
For Secretary of State,
Republican
and Democratic tickfor a square meal, we are in a your ticket on Nov. 7th. If you
SKCÜNDINO ROMERO,
to be yoted upon on the 7th
ets
of San Miguel County position to refute the charges have some local favorite to favor, day of November.
F. M. Hughes,
made by that guy. Luncheon do so, but in the matter of the
For State Auditor,
Juan Navarro, J. E. Russel and
was served at the smoker but State Ticket vote the whole
W. G. SARGENT,
Remigio Lopez are the parties to
,
of Rio Arriba County liquors were not, those that want
for the Republican Nom- be honored by our votes. All are
ed such ordered as much as they inees. Its to your oun interest
For State Treasurer,
good men and deserve the support
' SYLVESTRE MIRABAL,pleased. We absolutely cannot to do so. Bursum is going to
of the voters of Solano and Roy
of Valencia County. see where this hybrid had any carry New Mexico, by at( least
Precincts. With us it is not so
kick coming. In the first place 5000 majority and whats the use
'For State Supt. of Schools,
much party vote as it is supporthe 7as not asked to attend the of going onrecord as being again
A. B. STROUP,
ing
our oun candidates from this
of Bernalillo County. smoker and after all what busi st him. Lots of good Democrats end of the County. Mr. Russel
ness did he have there. It was are going to vote for him and
For Com. of Public Lands,
is an able scholar and has proven
a business men's gathering and why shouldn't you, if you are a
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
his ability to the satisfaction of
ever ybody there conducted them Democrat?
, of Union County.
all.
v
selves in a respectful manner.
For Attorney General,
Large sums of money are beRoyites have always shown them ing offered on Bursum's chances,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
H. B. Jones of Tucumcari,
County
selves appreciative ot sucn vis- but with no takers. Mora Counof Bernalillo
president of the Roy Trust and
itors as the Trinidad "Roosters" ty is going 500 strong for
For Justices of Supreme Court,
Savings Bank, was transacting
and any time another bunch comes
FR ANK VV. PARKER,
business here this week.
along, they shall be entertained,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
regardless of any kick registered
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
Bursum Gaining Votes of
No use to send your money out
For Corporation Commissioners, by such men of the caliber of one
Democrats, Too
Rev.' Rose.
GEORGE W. ARMI JO,
of town, when you can get anyof Santa Fe County.
thing you want at the Goodman
The Otero County Advertiser,
HUGH WILLIAMS,
A. A. Kroenig candidate for the Sierra County Advocate and Merc. Co., at reasonable prices.
of Luna County. Commissioner on the Democratic
other newspapers, formerly demo
M. S. GROVES,
Ticket has resigned. It would cratic, have announced that they
Refer to the Albuquerque
of Eddy County be best for the rest of the Demo
Herald
of the 29th and see for
O.
Bursum
Holm
support
will
For Congress,
cratic nominees to follow suit, and the Republican state and yourself what Pres. Roosevelt
GEORGE CURRY,
Mr. Kroenig saw the futility of county tickets. There is no ques thinks of H. -- J. Hagerman's
of Otero County making the race.
tion that Bursum is gaininj staunch support of McDonald.
ELFEGO BACA,
strength as the campaign pro
of Bernalillo County.
Big Fight between the
gresses, and that he will ride into
For Judge Fourth District,
Chairman-Joneof the Demicratic
and Democratic Parties and the governor's chair on a tidal
party Is trying to explain why the
D. J. LEAHY,still the Goodman Merc. Co. wave of votes. McKinley Coun Democrats had to put a fellow named
of Sin Miguel County.
keens on selling goods at lowest ty Republican.
Hanna en the ticket for member of
For' District Attorney,
the Supreme Bench. It seems that
prices.
C. W. G. WARD,
the Democratic party didn't have any
"
Percale, Shirting, Calico and better material for the Job.
of Sai Miguel County.
Take The Spanish American.
Ginghams at J. Appel & Co.
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GENERAL.

NOVEL AND PRETTY DESSERT

Miss Fola La Follette, daughter of
of Wisconsin, was

Pear With Whipped Cream and Cake 3enator La Follette
Apple Trifle With Custard
Sauce.

For a novel and pretty dessert
which Is especially good, split lengthwise some large, firm pears, cook until
tender In a syrup made of sugar and
water and flavored with vanilla or almond. Fill the hollows of ther fruit,
which Is arranged upright in the dish,
with powdered macaroon. Fold the
two halves of each pear together, add
a little whipped cream to the syrup,
which must have been thoroughly
chilled, and pour over the fruit Serve
with cake.
For apple trifle, which is worth cultivating, boll one pound of apples
(peeled) to a pulp with a little sugar.
Soak six sponge cakes In a glass dish
by spreading the apple sauce over
them and pour over the whole custard
made of two egg yolks, half a pint of
milk and two ounces ot sugar. Whip
the whites of the eggs stiff and top the
dish. It may be further beautified
with a sprinkling of colored water.
Snow cream also makes a light and
yet satisfactory sweet course. For
this beat well the whites of three
eggs ana stir them Into a quart of
cream. Mix well and add two glasses
of sherry, two ounces of sugar, peel of
a lemon. Whip all into a froth. Now
take out the peel and serve in a glass
dish, cold. .
,

TO MAKE CODFICH

CHOWDER

Delicious Dish That Will Form an
Agreeable Change for Jaded
Appetites.
very fresh
Take an eight-pouncod; take off the fillets, pare off the
skin and cut the meat in squares;
put the head, skin and bones in a
saucepan with a gallon of white
broth, a pint of white wine, pepper
corns, four blades of mace, four
cloves, two bay leaves, sprigs of sage
and thyme, a handful of parsley and
a piece of butter; cover and boll
slowly for 40 minutes; then pour the
whole into a fine strainer and press
gently with a skimmer to extract all
the liquid. Chop two large onions,
put In a saucepan with an ounce of
butter and two ounces of fine chopped
salt pork; stir on the fire long
enough to evaporate the moisture;
add the broth, four large potatoes
and four peeled tomatoes, both cut
in small squares, four ounces of finely
bruised and steeped pilot bread; cover
and boil half an hour; add the fish and
boil five minutes longer. Skim a little,
season highly. Finish with chopped
parsley and two ounces of butter; mix
carefully, so as not to bruise the fish.
.

IS

WELL

WORTH

tarried at her home in Washington
George Mlddleton of New York.
Joseph Pulitzer, proprietor of the
STew York World and the St Louis
Post Llspatch, died aboard his yacht,
the Liberty, in Cherleston, S. C, harbor. The immediate cause of Mr. Pulitzer's death was heart failure.
United States Steel common fell
points to $50 on the stock exchange. That movement was the most
3triking effect upon the securities
market of the government's
dissolution auit against the United States
Steel corporation.
Secretary Fisher of the Interior Department has announced himself as
unqualifiedly in favor of the retirement system for the civil employes of
the government. He also favored an
Increase in pay for employes in the
Intermediate grades of the Executive
"
Departments.
The tariff board's report on the
woolen Industry is to be transmitted
to Congress upon the opening of the
next session in December, in Washington, and the board's report on cotton
will follow probably before Januarf.
This, it became known, is the administration's programme with relation to
the big tariff fight that will be waged
In Congress this winter.
For the second time, Capt. Klaus
Larsen of Detroit, successfully navi
gated in a motor boat the turbulent
waters of the lower Niagara river at
Niagara Falls, and the great maelstrom at the point where the stream
turns on its Journey to Lewiston.
This, he declares, will be. his last
Niagara trip.
- Dr. B. Clark Hyde of Kansas City
Is for a second time on trial, charged
with murdering Colonel Thomas H.
Swope by poison. The verdict-o- f tho
first jury which on May 16, 1910,
found Dr. Hyde guilty and 'fixed his
punishment at life imprisonment was
reversed and the case remanded for
retrial by the Missouri Supreme Court
April 11 last.
The annual meeting of the boards
of home and foreign missions of the
Trinity Methodist Episcopal church
will take place in Denver November
10 to 23. The bishops of the church
as well as mlsslonery authorities from
all over the United States will be in
atendance. The meetings will be held
in the Trinity Methodist Episcopal
church. The first session will be that
of the home board, Friday, Nov. 10.
George Dyott, an Englishman, flying a Duperdussin monoplane with
capt. Patrick Campbell Hamilton, an
English army officer, as a passenger,
at Hempstead, demonstrated the possibilities of an aeroplane for night flying, when with the aid of a powerful
searchlight attached to the running
gear of his aeroplane and connected
by electric wires, he flew all about
the vicinity of the Nassau aerodrome
and landed without even straining a
:o

TRYING

Stuffed Tomatoes With Cream Made
After This Recipe Would
Tempt Any One.
Mix together three quarters of a
cupful of cold chopped chicken or
veal, three tablespoonfuls of soft
bread crumbs, a tablespoonful of
melted butter, one teaspoonful of
chopped parsley, half a teaspoonful
of salt and quarter teaspoonful of
paprlca. Wash and wipe six medium
sized tomatoes, take a small piece
from the stem end, carefully remove
a portion of the pulp and fill the hole
with the stuffing; place on a baking
sheet and cook for thirty minutes in
a moderate oven, basting often with
Remove to a hot
melted butter.
platter; whip three tablespoonfuls of
rich cream, add to It two tablespoonfuls of melted butter and pour a small
portion over each tomato.

Patty Shells.
patty shells for
When baking
creamed fish, vegetables or tarts, line
baking tins with puff paste, and before placing in the oven fill with
cornmeal, packing it down. When
baked shake out the meal, which can
be used over again, and the shells
will be found in perfect shape.

&

wire."

.

The government's long planned suit
to break up the
"Steel Trust"
was begun in Trenton, N. J., In the
United States Circuit Court. It Is the
most sweeping anti-truaction ever
brought by the Department of Justice.
The government asks not only the dissolution of the United States Steel
corporation, but for the dissolution of
all constituent or subsidiary companies which are alleged to have combined in violation of the Sherman law
to "maintain or attempt to maintain,
a monopoly of the steel business."
Thirty-si- x
subsidiary corporations are
J.- - Plerpont
named as defendants.
Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, Andrew
Carnegie, Charlea M. Schwab, George
W. Perkins, E. H. Gary, John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., Henry Frlck, Charles
Steele, James Gayley, Wi511am H.
Moore, J. H. Moore, Edmund C. Converse, Perclval Roberts, Jr., Daniel G.
Reíd, Norman B. Ream, P. A. Wldener
and William P. Palmer are named individually as defendants.

THERE WITH

A

REPUTATION

and Humiliated Hubby Nov
Probably Believes Wife Can
Keep a 8ecret

Doubtful

"The late William Rotch Wlster,
the father of American cricket, might
also be said to have been a godfather
of the feminist movement," Bald a
woman writer at the Acorn club In
Philadelphia.
"Mr. Wlster," she continued, "abominated that type of husband who treats
his wife like a child, refusing to take
her into his confidence. I once heard
Mr. Wlster tell a story about a
man of that sort
"The man came back from a business meeting wherein the future welfare of himself and his family was
vitally involved, but he declined to
tell his wife what had been the meeting's outcome.
. '"Oh, no,' he sneered, 1 can't tell
you anything. You'd repeat It If I
did. You, being a woman, are constitutionally unable to keep a secret'
"But the wife, with a quiet smile,
retorted: 'George, did I ever tell the
secret of how you were led astray
that summer the church conference
met in Chicago and got arrested in a
saloon for biting off the bartender'!
earf "

A neat little book of panoramlo pio
tures of orchard and farm scenes in
Colorado, Utah and New Mexico has
just been issued by the Passenger Department of the Denver Rio Grande.
Its title Is "The Land of Irrigation,"
and the illustrations, which comprise
the greater part of the booklet, con
vey an excellent Idea of the various
fertile valleys of the Rocky Mountain
region.

The Climatic Autocrat.
I should like," said the
person, "would be to have
wealth enough to permit me to live in
a cool place in summer and regulate
the temperature according to my own
fancy in winter."
"You don't need wealth. What you
want Is the job of janitor."
i

"What

The Same Effect.
Benevolent Ladv Little bov. will
you give this temperance tract to
your father?
Urchin Me dad don't drink now.
leddy.
Benevolent Lady Oh, how good.
Did he read the last tract I gave him?
Urchin No, leddy. He's training
for a prize fight
HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.

first and third Tuesdays of
each month during the entire year
On the

Colorado

The
Braggs Bah I Luck is but the product of care and diligence.
Waggs Yes. An old friend of mine
had a swamp which he couldn't get
rid of, and, by a great deal of care
and diligence, a railroad was run right
through the middle of It and now my
friend is a rich man. Life.

Southern

Rail

trip homeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points in New Mexico and Texas at

greatly reduced rates. Final limit
25 days allowing
liberal stop-ove- r
privileges. For detailed information,
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo-radand Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.

o

E, BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
LEADVILLK. COLORADO.
Specimen prices: Gold, illver, lead, tl: (old,
silver, 76c; gold, 60c; zlno or copper, 11.
Mailing envelopes and full price list sent on
application. Control and umpire work solicited. Reference: Carbonate National Rank

HOWARD

Obeyed Orders.

Percy What are you doing about
your doctor's advice to take physical
exercise, dear boyT
Cholly I'm carrying a heavier walking stick, and I wear a larger button
hole bouquet

I
IñnV Dealer in all kinds ot BLEB-DU- N
I. LUUrt CHANDISE. Mammoth cátaBlake. Denver.
los mailed free. Cor. 16th

Onil

THE TEA PENALTY.
A Strong Man's Experience,
Writing from a busy railroad town
the wife of an employe of one of the
great roads says:
"My husband is a railroad man who
has been so much benefited by the use
of Postum that he wishes me to express his thanks to you for the good
it has done him. His waking hours
are taken up with his work, and be
has no time to write himself.
"He has been a great tea drinker
all his life and has always liked It
strong.
years, acted on
"Tea has, oi-l- ate
him like morphine does upon most
people. At first It soothed him, but
only for an hour or so, then it began
to affect his nerves to such an extent
that he could not sleep at night, and
he would go to his work in the morning wretched and miserable from the
loss of rest. This condition grew con
stantly worse, until his friends per
suaded him, some four months ago, to
quit tea and use Postum.
"At first he used Postum only for
breakfast, but as he liked the taste of
it, and it somehow seemed to do him
good, he added It to his evening meal
Then, as he grew better, he began to
drink It for his noon meal, and now
he will drink nothing else at table.
"His condition is so wonderfully im
proved that he could not be hired to
give up Postum and go back to tea,
His nerves have become steady and
reliable once more, and his sleep la
easy, natural and refreshing.
He owes all this to Postum, for he
has taken no medicine and made no
other change in bis diet.
"His brother, who was very nervous
was persuaded
from
by us to give up the coffee and use
Postum and he also has recovered bis
health and Btrength." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellvllle," in pkgs. "There's a reason."
Ever read the above letterf A new
ene appears from time to time. They
are geaulne, true, and (all of htuuM
Utereat.
.

coffee-drinkin-

and

way will sell round

Luck.
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WCÍTERN TRAPPER!
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"Insure in sure insurance1'
Above ara the. pilM winning trademark
and motto.
Winner of the 150 prize tor trademark It
J. O. Smith. Hotel Ellsworth, Denver, Colo.
Winner of the price lor motto Is Burl Armstrong, 829 East Third South Street, Bait
Lake City, Utah.
The Judges of the contest were: A. N.
McKay, General Manager o( the Salt
. Lake Tribune
and Telegram; W. W.
Armstrong, President ofths National
Copper Bank ol Salt Lake City (no
relation to the motto prize winner);
J. S. Oritchlow, Manager ol Western
fuel Co., Salt Lake City.
So many designs and m ottos were submit-e- d
Id competition that the judges found It
Impossible to arrive at a decision br October
14, and therefor asked and received an extension of time.
The CONTINENTAL li a strong Western
company, devoted to the upbuilding of the
West. It writes a policy which pays In casa
of sickness or accident, as well at combining
many other attractive points.
Watch the Continental grow.

Continental Life Insurance
& Investment Company
W. H. Cunningham, General Manager
of Hoa, MeCorniok Bldg., Salt Lak
.
'Insure In sure Insurance."

Horn

&

Take out a policy TODAI
in the Continental Life.
M. REICH, General Agent

Boulder, Colorad

Vote for Malaquias Martinez
for Lieutenant Governor.
A Man Fitted for the
Office.

K. P.

Epps of Mills was a pleas

ant caller at this office Tuesday.
Remigio Lopes was in the
western end of the county this
week on a campagining trip.

Remember, the Ideal Grocery
keep on hand strictly fresh
meats, groceries, fruits and vegetables.

Co.

The
line of Ladies
and Childrens Coats and Millinery
Win. Patterson ar.d wife of goods and a stylish line of Ladies
display- - at
near Mills were business visitors Tailor made Suits on
the Goodman Merc. Co. is a credit
in Roy on Wednesday.
to any city and they deserve the
patronage of the community.
Mrs. Amanda Dismukes left
foe Sulphur, Oklahoma Monday
For good meals and
after spending several days on service, go to the Oriental Hotel
her farm west of town.
te

Fairview Pharmacy is the place
Wm. Brumage returned- from to get Formaldehyde and Blue
Springer Monday where he went Stone for the seed wheat.
in the interest of the Roy Telephone Co.

1

V

Ideal Grocery
the
Company
Raton,

y1

Forrest Remcsberg, of .
Kemesbcrg Merc. Co. of
whs calling on the local trade
Tuesday and Wednesday,

(Incorporated)
F. A. ROY, Pres. and Gen. Manager

Mr. Paul Cregg, who lias had
charge of the bank during Mr.
Justice's absence, returned to
Tucumcari Saturday.

E
Fancy

Groceries,
Fresh Fish,

Vegetables and
Dentist Coming

MEAT MARKET

Dr. J. Odd Hamilton, dentist,
will be in Roy, Monday, Nov. 6
Our Goods are Always Fresh. The
to do your dental work. He will
Home of Good Things to Eat
also be at Solano Nov. 8th and
Once a Customer, Always One
at Mosquero Nov. 10th.

Malaquias Martinez

Next

THESE ARE THE FACTS
In their desperate effort to capture the first state government- - of New
iex'.co, sain cci.trol of the public lands and the funds in the state treasury
the Democratic party and its campaign managers and speakers have resorted
to a desperate and systematic plan of slander, vilification and abuse.

First they charged Holm 0. Bursum, the Republican candidate for governor, with being a party to a' land grab. It was promptly shown by the Republican press that Holm O. Bursum, Solomán Luna and Frajj A. Hnbbcll
had but 15,000 acres of the public domain leased, whereas W. C. McDonald,
the foreign cattle baron for whom he is manager, and H. J. Hágerman and
his cattle company had over 50,000 acres of land under lease."
The Republican administration in New Mexico were next attacked. It
was shown that there was a cash surplus in the treasury on September 31,
1911, of over $500,000, whereas the last Democratic administration left office
with a deficit of over $127,000 and nothing in the treasury.
Mr. Bursum's record hi the territorial penitentiary as superintendent was
next attacked. It was shown that Mr. Bursum had carried his case into the
courts, had been absolutely cleared and all the charges against him disproven,
incidentally It was shown that Theodore Roosevelt, the President who had
ppointed Herbert J. Hagerman to the office of governor, had removed Mr.

Hagerman on the most serious charges charges so serious
meekly submitted to removal and never went Into the
record, doubtless knowing that he could not hope to prove
'
did Mr. Bursum. '
The Democratic party is now without an issue. It has

that

Mr. Hagerman

courts to clear his
himself guiltless as

a man named Flood
a resident of Virginia who is running up and down the territory threatening the people that if they don't vote the Democratic ticket he
i
and his Democratic colleagues in the lower house of Congress will refuse to
seat our congressmen. This is the Democratic idea of politics clean politics
reduced to a fine point. They have no grounds upon which to make a
decent fight, no party record on which to base a fight, and all they can do

Oh, Say! Did you fee the WOOL and
SILK SCARFS at the Goodman Merc.
Co? They are Beauties.

Door to Postoflice,

ROY, N. M.

W. R. HOLLY
Attorney-M-Ln-

w

Practices in Territorial
Federal Courts. :: ::

Springer.

and
::

::

N. Mex.

Variety Machine
Works
Tucumcari
Props

ANDKHSON A SON,

C. K.

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksinithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Esti-- '
mates Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells

Hospital.

Dr's. Thomson

All

Wagon and Carriage

Tucumcari,

Variety
ROY,

---

New-Mexic-

o

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR,

Prop.

Agency fob

work Guaranteed

Machine

Noble,

THE ROY

Work our Specialty
All

&

Surgeons in Charge,

White Swan
Steam Laundry

Works

Batket Goes Out Every Monday

NEW MEX.

ROY,

.

-

-

NEW MEXICO

In New Mexico

threaten.
will carry this election for every man on its state
party
The Republican
ticket Ij the biggest majority in its history.
is to abuse, vilify and

Vote the Republican Ticket Nov. 7th.

Lone Star Pantatorium
G. D. MILLER,

Proprietor

All kinds of Pressing, Cleaning, Repairing,
Remodeling and Dyeing.
: :
: :
: :
Special Attention Given to Ladies' Tailoring.

Main St.

Roy, New Mexico

